
THE CRUHCHER - - A LO\'I-ORDER COI.ffJ1Jl!ITY I.IEMORY SYSTnI 

The "C:runcher" project originated from an attempt to Bcale down previous Community 
IJemory proposals to a level at which development could begin with resources on hand. 
As the idea developed it became apparent that the lowering of the scale of ,the ·system 
allowed an tnteractive process to occur in the development of the inetitutions of 
community conummications which are a necessary part of any Communi~y tiemory . This 
lowering of the necessary intensivity of intemction, together with the physical 
broadening of the base of usership brought abou-t by mobile opel'Cl-t.ion of the equipment, 
implies that a pilot system ~~ be constructed vnth equipment po~ on hand which is 
also a true prototype for future expansion. . . 

'''e call it the "Cruncher" because the system will be designed initially for batch 
sorting and merging, or what could be called "text crunching" . The primary reason for 
this design compromise is that ~ large-scale rapid-access storage devices are not avail
able at acceptable price levels for this pilot device (which is being assembled 
half from the surplus equipment market, half from new microcomputer equipment) . 

Input of text will be through a multi-user intelligent terminal assembled from 
com.ponents ne\ily available for the amateur microcomputer market. This device will 
be capaole of supporting one or more video displays, keyboards, and communication 
devices such as modems or high-speed parallel interfaces . Persons using this input 
device will be able to compose text messages, edit them, add keywords and enter the 
messages to the main processor with the aid af prompts, field delineation, dictionar
ies of keywords and data base headings-, and whatever other amenities can be provided 
by an 8080 microprocessor . The cost of a multiple user terminal of this sort will be 
less than that of a single standard unintelligent terminal. 

The main processor (an LSI - 11 with additional memory), the disc (fixed head, 
800 kbyte), and the tape drives (9 track 800 bpL) are mounted in a van- type truck. 
A medium speed printer is capable of operation connected to the main processor or 
the terminal. A portable power supply will enable operation at places remote from 
power lines. 

In operation , the vehicle will arrive in a local area and set up the terminal in 
an adjacent community structure (school, church, meeting hall) or in the open air, 
protected by awnings which can ·be attached to the van body. A list of the existing 
keywords and data bases will be posted or othervlise circulated (ideally in advance of 
arrival) . People will be encouraged ,to use the system as a bulletin board and to leave 
lists of key\lords and data bases which they wish to have searched. Keywording will 
probably be based on a thre~ level tree s"tnlcture which will expand in number of levels 
as the system is upgraded in the future. 

At the end of t he van) s stay the tenninsl is taken down and the l'cnmchingll begins. 
Tapes are mounted and the newly-acquired inforcation is merged into them. At the same 
time the data bases on these tapes are searched for items having keywords which have 
been requested . Files of these "found" items are compiled on t he disc and are then 
sorted into "direct ory" format: In this f ormat the text of the items is listed first, 
with keywords, followed by n complete index of keywords. Each entry in the index con
tains the first line of the iteros to which a keyword has been attached along with the 
page and item number. 

The directories thus generated are printed (whe~e multiples of the same directory 
are required the printer can generate masters for various duplicating systems) and 
are left with local contact people for distribution. The cycle is now complete, with 
data bases updated, so that the system c~ move to the next stop on its circuit. 
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While the urban CM system allows "browsingll as an interactive process using 
the machine, the directories of the cruncher allow the user to browse through a 
range of secondary or "pointer" information delimited by rough keyword boundaries. 
Since the user cannot immediately return to the machine to conduct a new search as 
his/her interests wander, the keywording process must be set up so as to result in 
11 findsll of areas rather than items . Additions of new keywords wst occur through a 
process involving agreement wi th a IIgatekeepertl who maintains familiarity with an 
area of the data base and who can attempt to prevent the keywording from prolifer
ating beyond reasonable levels . SUch gatekeepers, or librarians, none of whom will 
be considered to "own" an area of information, will play an increasingly important · 
role in the operation of CM systems as they grow. Their function will be to act as 
"entropy reversers" by constructing and maintaining their own indices and systems of 
reference. 

Such systems with pluralistic indices will require more sophisticated hardware 
and softWare . The cruncher is relatively primitive in this respect, with its single 
index and long retrieval time. How will it grow from this initial level to a true 
ClI system with minimaJ. restrictions on the user and the information? 

Initial contacts have already been made in the Horthern California area with 
organizations interested in sponsoring the local operation of the system . It will 
be necessary for the initial run to have groups of people in each community where a 
stop is arranged who will handle the explanation of the system, the physical arrange
ments such as securing the space and structures for use during the stop, the pro
vision of services for people who must travel inconvenient dis t ances to use the 
system, and the other more synergistic events which can be affiliated with the Itmed
icine show1l mythology of the system~ 

These local groups can form the nuclei of local infirmation centers. Starting 
on an informal basis, these groups will be encouraged to regularize their operations 
if the use of the system results in an expansion of low-level economic activity re
sults from the existence of the directories and their timely update. If this happens 
the system can grow, and the local information centers will be the means through 
which this happens. 

The intelligent terminal provides the means by which such a local information 
center can enter the direct operation of the system. Design of the terminal will be 
such that the block- formatted text which would ordinarily be passed directly to the 
main CPU can also be stored in serial format on audio cassette tape . If the users of 
a local area come to a point where they feel that the economic advantage given by 
the system warronts the cost, they will be abl e to purchase a terminal and put it 
into' operation concentratiog text onto cassette. Such cassettes may then be mailed 
or brought to the location where the system is currently located so that the fre 
quency of update of the directories can be made shorter than the cycle of the vehicle 
on its circuit. 

\"lith the addition of a printer t::. the terminal and a modem the local terminal 
coukd concentrate text for telephone transmission to the main CPU. After sorting 
the results could be block- transmitted back where they would be buffered on cassettes 
and printed out at leisure . This upgrade would likewise wait u-~til local users 
felt that it was justified. 

\'lhen enough communities within a region come to this point, the next step 
would be for them to secure a central CLI system configured for on- line interactive 
search and entry . Each intelligent terminal would be easily upgraded for multiple 
user operation at a relatively .. low incremental cost per user. By this time modes of 
use will have been well established, so that such an investment would· not be· made on 
a blind basie. 
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Further steps might involve the establishment of small (10 Watt) F~i radio 
stations at regional centers with SUbsidiary Carrier Authorization (SOA) so that 
the ultrasonic portions of their bands could be used for unidirectional data trunks. 
(The regulatory status of this mode of operation has not yet been investigated) . 
Another alternative to leased telephone linea aa data trunks might be optical (laser) 
transmission - - one unit is now being offered for ~;;3600 which claims 18 mile range 
through clear air at 9600 Baud. 

The ahove development process 1s specific to a rural or otherwise non-urban 
aren . The reason for this is that lower expectations obtain in non-urban areas as 
to rates of infonnation exchange . This implies that the system will have more 
latitude for development of a favorable "myth" if it is first put up in a non- urban 
milieu. 

This "myth!! is perhaps best defined as the commonly- held set of understandings 
about the definition and modes of use of the system among the set of people who are 
likely to use it . Tools have individual myths which define the customary areas of 
their uae. These myths are transmitted by language and are specified by the metaphors 
and similies used in t he description of the tool. The process of the development of 
a ~th is not well understood and is carried out intentionally within limited soc1al 
und cultural areas by the advertising trade. 

It will be necessary to cultivate a favorable and flexible myth for the mJ 
system as it is built. To leave the mythic engineering to chance would be irresponsible 
and wasteful. \"Ie will be working on the development of the myth as consci entiously 
as if it were the most critical piece of hardware or software. Toward this end we 
invite c·omment and discussion. 

On the grounds that performance is much less subject to argument than specula
tion, LGC Engineering has embarked upon the design and constluction of a pilot 
cruncher system. The main CPU, disc, tape drive and printer are on hand. A stable 
income base exists to allow the purchase of further equipment. The hardware for the 
terminal already exists in low- cost kit form. A software development system is 
available. We expect to have the pilot system in service by the early part of 1977. 

Lee Felsenstein 

* * * * • • • * • * 
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THE JOUllilAL OF COI".lMU1UTY CO:W,lUi.HCATI01:- is an irregular publication of LGC Engineering , 
dealing with the theory and practice of non-hierarchical communication systems. 

At the time of its first publication (July 1975) it was hoped that JCC would 
facilitate the development of a IIfloating college rt of individuals who would carry 
on the development of the t heory and understanding of such systems as Community 
Memory . Ho way was seen of bringing into eristence a realistic era system without 
such a base . 

To date we have not -received as nruch participatory response as Vie had expected. 
Jim Warren, editor of Dr. Dobbs ' Journal of Computer Calisthenics and Orthodontia 
(which deals with micro-size computer software) has reminded us that we are talking 
perhaps too much of what we are thinking about doing when we ought to concentrate 
more on what we are doing. As described above , technical advances in which Vie have 
participated have removed most obstacles to this course. 

Accordingly, JCC will for the present become more of a newsletter on developments 
as LGe Engineering becomes more actively involved in construction of CU systems . 
Price will drop to the equivalent of two ounces postage (24 cents at this time, 
first class). Refunds will be offered to previous subscribers. Your balance is 
please notify us to how much you wish refunded . 

Our address remains 1807 Delaware St., Berkeley CA 94703. Tel. (415)845- 4736. LF 
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****** ... * * * * * * 
Introduction 

I 
This is th.e init1eting pre-issue (origi.nal.ly it was to have been a letter 

soliciting articles) of a periodical publication, hopefUlly monthly, whose purpose is 
to encourage and develop the dialogs which are startin&: concerning the desireabili ty 
and possible forma of 10.- or non-hierarchical communications s.ystems which can be 
cre:ated, shaped, and used by people in their dally lives as m8llbers of communities. 

Recently the growing interest in such systems bas centered around possible 
human applications involving computer teclmology, espec1.ally microc~puter devices. 
The publication of this journal was stimulated by the conc9!!:trati~ of interested persons 
around the San Francisco/Berkeley chapter of the Homebrew eam.pu~r Club. 'this should 
not be sensed. as limiting the discussion to cybernated systems,/however. Such communi
cations systems can operate with or without the inclusion of computer technology', and 
one of the major topics which we expect to be debated here is whether such teebnology 
sho~d be incorporated in such systems. 

As mentioned above, this publication was ~t torth by the widening expressions 
of interest on the part of several people having different 1nterests and outlooks. A 
meeting of same of these people was held at the Lawrence Hall of Science at the University 
of Calilornia at Berkeley on June 4, 1975, with the kind assistance ot Pete ROwe of LHS. 
The discussion was directed alO::ilg lines ot laying the groundwork tor a continuing 
series of dialogues which we hope will be carried on in the pages of this journal and 
elsewhere. 

At this meeting we concentrated on identifying important concepts and questions. 
The list which emerged trom the rather chaotic and brief discussion is enclosed. lie hope 
that it will give the reader same idea of the prevailing directions of thought, but it 
shoUld not be taken as a guide for lim1 ting discussion. 

As editor, I am asking tor contributions, which need not be in academic format. 
I will try to take an inclusionary editorial stance and hope for a diversity of ideas 
and formats. I want this to be a comrmmi cations medium. for the "invisible coUege ll ot 
people actively interested in this field, not a tabernacle ot the true faith. 

iiany readers may still be confused o.s to "what we I re talking about". I suggest 
that they read the enclosed article by Lipkin and Colstad entitled nColIDlll.lllity I.remory: 
A Public Intomation Network". A reprint of this article was passed out at the above
mentioned meeting as a working paper, and describes an experiment ot fourteon months 
duration. 

A word on economics. The price of this publication is decreed arbitrarily to be 
~ 1 per issue or Jl0 per year. Since it is a spere-time, low-budget operation, I hesi
tate to solicit yearly subscriptions at this point. Thus, I suggest that those interested 
in receiving this journal remit ::11 tor the next issue. If ten issues are actually pro
duced monthly, the tllithf'ul wi.ll be rewarded with two free issues. 

Lee Felsenstein 
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RELEVANT CONCEFr5 AI!ll =10il5 
developed at the meeting of June4, 1975 

Netweirk 
Rain Fo~eat 
Platonic Form 

:-~. , 

Uembership~o~omics 
Computer UtUi ty' , 
Distributed tiemory 

Interconnecting Indices 
-phil080P~ ' 
-hardware 

Problem of Proatitution 

Questions: 

1. \7by do it? ,·· ... 
2. Is is worth computeri'Ztilg? 
3. What 1s the intersection-with amateur computer activity? 
4. UOOt are tl;1e relevant quantities to such a systa.D? 
5. Uhat 1s the possible relationship with cable TV? 
6. \1babsaeE!..~9~e!,ibil1tie9 of rad10, amateur or otherwi.3e as a medium in 

7. mat are potential. security problems? 
8. How can an experiment be postulated? 

* * * * * * * * * 
(The" following is an extract from so~e papers submitted by Robert waas, who did 

not attend .the meeting mentioned above, but who han been working independently on the 
conceptual :-d"esign of such systems . Under the keyword-name REIl he served as one of several 
IIgatekeeper~11 for thfi! Connmmj ty iiemory system. during its period of operation.) 

••• I propoee a new information service which will field all questions posed to 
it,attempt1D& to refer the caller to an expert,(a special agency, a person, a book, a 
switchboard, whatever ) in the a~propr1atc field. Below are some other features my system 
wiJ.l have; 

-If we can't find you a match, with todey's active requests from otlK' people, 
or with the standing orders, your request is placed on the llbulletin board" 
which anyone may browse. 

- If you wont to do something "nowl! (a chess game, tor example) you don't have to 
wait a month, you might get a date within the hour. 

-All terminology is acceptable. ~e will set up a thesaurus. 

-Heeds and resources are considered the same during initial processing , thus a 
group of people with cOl!llIl.on (si:nilar ) unsa tist'ied needs may meet each other 
and join forces, and a group of agencies that duplicate services may merge 
into one or clarify differences . 

(From Generaliz.ed Computer lating, available with others from Robert liaas, PO Box 371, 
Uountain View CA 94042 . (415) 323-0720) 

* * * * * * -Ii- * -li- . it' * * * 
CO~"TENTS OP- THIS ISSUE: 

1. Introduction ' 
2. Relevant Concepts and Questions 

Excerpts tram submission by R. Uaas 
Table of Contents 

3- 5. CoIlllllini. t"J Uemory : A Public In:fomation Hetwork 
6 . superseded by following article 
7-9. The Tom Swift TerJ:1inal., a Convivial Cybern.etic 
10-13. Some Indications tor COmmunity Uemory 

Device 
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COMMUI"ffn MEMORY; A PUBLIC fJItFO&MA110l'f l'fETWOU. 

Ken CoIMd ...d Uraa Lipkin 
1.0 ... Gnce Cyblmetica 

1609 Virpaie St. 
_CA94703 

For the lut yeu the CommunitY Mnaory Pro;oct hal beeft 
de .. ..vatinS the potsential of compucer-tt-d,.. .. ueu. 
COIIIIJIWlieations medi. with I ...u Qdworit of public ttfJaiNla 

.. the San Fnnc:iteo s.y Area. Fro. Illy temIiDIII it w. 
,..uk ~ ee.da I eo._ dR • .I.e .... ___ eom-... 
tioN 01 keywont. or to add and iNex __ inf~ ___ 

P of "hltt"'er raturto the uter _red, Both the _ with 

whidnhe pu.blie aeoepted the II!:n'iee .d the u..p..titll: _ 
to whic:fI it •• put were .,rprilill( and ptifyiDc. T1Ie pRljeet 

ia currendy dewaopinc hardware and IOltw_ 1YItem. to move 
the ide. from an eXl~y nn_d upen-t to I ehup. 
.tdr .... ff'lcict!t aervicc I.vailUIe in aU the neichbotftoodland 10 
aU the cuh,,~ 01 the &.y A1ea. The.: .,..lellll wCMdd "PP'Y 

the bMie toole for e6tabiilhinl .nnilar ICrfiCCl "here, _d 

proriaon ia beinl mUe 10 theIe rqiooal n«worU eould be lin. 
keel to fll rm I. contineftlal inflJl"lUCioa Iharins ftdwork. 11 it 
hoptd th.t tnc pro~t wiU sene • VI inlpinDo. for uUt the 

col'IP'lter techrnHogy to nteet: real hum. need. ,.Iher than to 

make ",oner. 

After twenty.liv.: ye_ of COlllputer de¥efopment, the qt-. 

non i •• till opr 1 ... to wbether thil tedutokI!r CM bel direcdy 

wcfuJ to the public. ProP'c at preKnt sener..uy bdie¥e that 

computer .,..tenu In! UlCd 'on them ,..ther than ror them. CO .... d 

computer information .ytte.mJ. bel accepted IIId .ed Iry me pub
lie? In mOlt infonnation·h.ndlins .y.te,..., people havre no con· 

tt'Ol 0_ the way tIa,. ~bout them _ acquired Ind.ed. In

formatioo. in the.: .)"fte~ it UlCd for lJIonitorinl of people by 
inltitlltioM. 11'1:1 is orten ~ . ·ulICful if it is nepliv.:. 

The few publie-aeeees sy.tCllll are _tie.lIy orpniud, con' 

eci""d prim.riIy for Mlivet)' of computer ... ided inatnlction and 

ot1w.r pre«lccled information ... thoroughly ediHr.d .. in other 

fot"" o f m_ c:ornmunicatiun. The: pcmibili~ of horizontal, 

perllOft·t~Pf'l'IOn d.l. olequisilion :.tnd deli\'eT'y han: not bten 
Cllplored. 

Such • Itorizontai ,yltem would allow the public II} take 

I.dv.ntace of the hl}ge and Iarv!y untapped r~oir of *iJ.le 

a:nd re80urea thlit reaidea with the people. ' One·to-one comm. 

uniQ'tioM medi .. such II telephones I.nd letters create no I\I'W 

tiab. while une·to-many c:onnectioru such • televi. ion. new .. 

papers .. nd bumlocracir.\l inevi tably ~tficl the now of informa

tion through thei r ofrlCes. SiMf' political and eronomie powa

foUow. the lines of communic .. tion. the polcntial for .bUllr. it 

tremcndOl.lL A l3rge pool of information, freel y .ecCSlible and 

'.ed.w. th~' pubUe ~ it oae 01 the few., __ 

propo.d for .... y-t~ ~ 

A cridcaI. eonlnt for UIC 01 -.dI a qllnl would be ift 
oo-..ity b.ed infonutiocl cenlen tatba- than t ....... /oca

ted. only u. prMce '-nm, 'nUt -.ir;ht e~t the t.ciendeI 
towad f......-alation -' iIoIaOoa • riUIe in tod.y'llOdety 
by tipjIk_tty ...-=ntinc en.wOOlll .... ,tI wftere...u pvupI 01 
peopk COfII"IPle ud itltenet .,. .. intor .... b-. 

For the ~ ye .. the eo ..... uaity Memory project .. beaI 
dt......cr.tia« the potentioll 01 COIDpUIer.baled pobtie _ 

eoramuNcllliona media wid! a -.u pilot network in the s.. 
Francileo Bay Area.. Fro .. throe p&bUeaHy located I ...... it 

w. poM"We to --m a ~ d.ta bMe for infonMtioa or to 

fredy mkr new information or 111' ... • The public: ~ 
the ..:moe with rem.kably tittle tw..itMion .,d put it 10 a much 
broadet ,.... of _ than _ urticipatecl. provint: that ._ the 

tooa.. the public wiI not ODly pnmde (or ita 0_ inlonution 

needl but will do 10 with geat erati"'ty. 

Thill • • a crueW queRioft for the orpniulioft wNdI 
. p-wned the I)'ttem. Raowree One, Inc. of San FranciIoo ia one 

of the lew puhIje evioe co.puler cenlen in the coanll")' , a DOn· 

profit eorporatioa devoted to eharitable .,d edueatioMl uaea of 

da~ tech.nol.0lY. R.eIoufte One nad aftiiable an XDS. 

940 tiJIIc:aharinc eOrnp"ter ud ROGlRS, an dficient keywwd 

bMtd text retrieval proclap: bMed. on the MIRS qttea cim::loped 
by Rohen Shapiro of META. ~ IOftw.-e .... modi:fiod to ... 

plify the COlfto:ltnd . trud\lre for public ute and to il'lprov.: the 
.w:eurity of the data and 01 other ., ... \IIICn. 

To \lie Community Memory, the UICf would type the COllI' 

IIWId ADD, rollo_d by the tellt of the item, and then by Illy 
keyWOfda under which he deWred the item to be iadexed. To 

teatCh lor an item, the UIet would type the command nNO 

followed by I los:iaJ 51lUctun of keyworda connected with 

AND'I, OR', and NOT'~. 

'The rnr port to thi. 'Ylltera w. instaHed without fuaCare 
adjKel1t to a bulletin bo.rd in • non-profit community m :ord 

and nruaic store in Berkeley. hope were del.iptcd by the 

eha.nce to put • computer to ... frequently commenonc that 

"it ' . .. bout time!" Th"ey meollf"iFd their friendl to \.lie the 'Y" 

tem, instnlcted one tno thel' in itt ute. and aeemed furinated II 

much by the poa.ibilities of the medium .. by the teclanolosr 
itself. Th. I~d of atCf1Iunce w. not confined. to the rd.tiwdy 
50phifticlted Itudml ana, but carried oYer to later instaU.tion. 

sueh II one at a libruy in San Frtncitco'. poJy&!ot Million Oil
h'kl. 
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laitially the locatioa of the terD1iMl and iu popular chine· 

taiation • III 'decttonic bulJetiA boItd' determined the public'. 

expecu.tiont and '*' of the lYMeI'D. ilutl.Ucd durinc the Auptt 
houIiAI crunch, it beelmc immediatdy ~ in the ItUKnta' 

--. with tbe nile of "'"* VOwlnt; with the lise of the 
Gat. lIMe. M..w.. alw.y. in turch of othen with whom to 
pnr:tic:e. eatered the ___ IIId their spec:i.II. __ of intere.t.. 

laItnI.cftU WU"II boutfIl ud 1OId. producen f~ new oppor. 
tunibeI, ... FOUP' Idwnilcd their .YIIiI.tbIlity. New po&IpI. in 

fllCt, were oftea ....w.d OQ tM .,1 ffVIII IeadI found iA the 
cI.ca t.t, Iftd fro. people w_tins woww:I for their turn to UK 

the tenUurL. SUaiIIdy, people IIICd it to ..-hIe (Z pool&. or
..- .bIdy !'1O"pI. fuld en. plrtnm., and pal tipe on pHI 
,........ tnterettint and ulWlticipded _ dew:l.opech poelDl, 
ppbb. ..plop- anMHII .,.,.... and-ileml ItIOIt uuloKoUi to 
Ietta-. to the editor. but muen fftJer in contmt .. d fona= inltant 
pu~ by • 'vay tIQILI ,,-' hid become uailIble to &1l who --. The rate 01 UIC of the '1" w. f.uty hish lAd COftlUftt 

ill rdatioft to the eo'liroa.ml of tile termiPIla. About fifty 
..et. Iftd lea .dditi_ 0CC\In"Cd ead! dIy It ad!. ioeItion. 

Gi_ the ~ of iftclifidu.l ...toM with the qatem. thiI -
at Ieut onrHbird the maximum ClpKity of • terminal. 

n.e CNCiI1 flCtor iA detenIlininC the fMNW in which the 
.,.. ..... bani IIICd _ the rite of aac:c:-. which in tUni WII 

det ....... ed by the dIU deNity for eKft 1Ut;eet __ A boot· 
.. ppm, effed: brousf!t the deoIIity up iiHwlr to • eriticalleftI., 
.,. wftda u-ce _ ,.pdty to • mev"'WII Jevd for tb&t .ppU. 
eatioa. ,. critXallnd. _ fte'IW reched for certIia. roa in 

wIDdI the IIfItem would· be IMlicp.Idy valuIbIe, ...cb II • IkilIA 
b.k. l....u.s~, lonna f04" ... hoc orpNurion. Of b.rter 
ruri;etplM:e. Since DO iJutitutiolll hi¥\!: filled theIe infonutiod 

aeedt. titer U't not senenliy expected to be met, but • lipil\cant 
number of UII!n independmdy ineow.ted the.e .pplic.ltionf of 
the .,._elll. 

The bootmlppinc principle w. Idf~YidenI in operation, 
and • nu.ber of iniividlWa atimulated the proc:c. with bulk ent· 

ne. in their 0_ .,.,a.J. interat area. 'l'heIe &nMtoua otferinp 

of infonution contributeil. IIf"OftIly to the richn-, dhotnity, and 

utility of lhe dIU '-e. lalornWion der;ndel. however, and the 
raponUiIity felt try theM UKn for maintenlftC't and updIlil\l 

could not be effectively dealt with Of -.ed. To .feJUlI'd 
.,.u.t unillten1 oerwonhip Of dfiltructiyf'.t\tC8t, the public hid no 

editinl ~. Ii~ • nVrllber of people ae.rty could hIVe 
been trulted to ~ puu of the dill collection. The . y.tem 
proorided for maint_ by requetti1\! • ddetion dete .t the 

time of the Iddition, but thiI pro-' i .. dequlte {Of .u but the 
lItO« 'eII.U.ed lid' type of entry. 

Ma1iciouI and ohlcene ite ... trivia, and rnianfonution ~. 

praent the nwjor opportvnitia f04" ibuIe of the Ifltern.. In pnc:. 
tke thi. kind of an..e w. nol prevalent, but tcaNlin& 104" it 
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uee of lhe Iow-cc.l, people-orienled Tom Swift Terminal deacri
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.2000 pet public .c::ce. siv.. 
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in the comin..uflS etOlIOmr.c, «~. politieai and en"", 
en-. n..e __ IIII11t be dealt with by both the people .ho 

"'.e lnIICered Qld currendy controol the tecbftO<lOV lAd thole 

peupk it it ~d the tedmolOl1 .. ~"I- But ~ heaviest 

raponUiility 1M. . ith III, .ho crate with the tedtnolocY, to 
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COlilllJllITY tlELDRY UPDATE 

July, 1975 

The previous article, lICommunity i.:emory, a Public I.n:tormation Networkll, was 
wp.tten in October 1974 for presentation at Compean '75, the sem1a.w:rual convention 
of the Computer Society of the I.E.E.E. 

At the time of its submission, the Community Uemory system was still in operat~. 
The San Prancisco Public Library liission Branch bad submitted a funding proposal fait 
expanded use of the system, and Resource One was working on establishing a storefront 
presence in San Francisco t be th tor Community llemor;y use and tor accounting work 
in support of non-profit coIDlID.Uli ty organizations. A voluntary contributions box at 
the Berkeley termiIlal \vas accumul.a ting small amounts of money. 

lIo fUnding proposal came through, however, and Community Liemory was sbut down 
;i.n Ja:JUal"y of '975. The reasons were primarUy a matter of economics and second.a.rtly 
a ma.tter of personal exbaustioD on the part ot those of UB who had put and kept 1 t 
together. 

The prilDary factor in both of these considerations was the machine on which 
1;):I.e system was put up . The XDS-940 was the first machine designed tor timeshariIlg f 
~d is a Ilbigl! second-generat1on computer. It requires ten tons ot air condi tioniDg 
and swallows 23,000 watts ot electricity ( including air conditioning). It relies on 
1;pe operation of high-epeed magnetic drum memories for "swapping storage!!, and these 
d:rwn.s were worn, obolete, and without a source of replacement . Several times they 
failed, making the system unusable Wltll patches and critical re-e.djustments could 
be arranged. 

As the person" responsible for the hardware maintenance, I recall the daily 
dread of knowing that the drums were ~lnnjng with no margin for error and were appar
ently progressively deteriorating. I could not recommend the inauguration of extensiY 
public service projects which would rely heavily on the ruture reliability of the 
equipment. 

The software was likewise a problem. The operating system was salvaged from the 
corporate wreckage of the Berkeley" Computer Corporation, put into operation with 
the talented help of several of the men who had written it, but was otherwise without 
~ugh-level support . Paralleling my experience with the hardware, Efrem. Lipkin bad 
to spend a great deal of time and exasperation strold..ng, patching, and otherwise try-inr 
to outgesB "the software. 

It was apparent that any expansion of the Community tiemory system would be imposs
ible without a higher level of reliability or of support using the 940. We had intend
ed initially to institute charges for the use of the system soon after s tarting it, 
but we never felt capable of delivering the performance which such charges would 
necessitate. 

Rather than dedicate ourselves to the buge effort of making such an obsolete 
system work, we decided to close down the local experiment (Vancouver had started ita 
own version in July of 1974 ) and concentrate on putting together the parts and con
cepts which would be necessary for the re-establishemnt of Community liemory in a 
'",idely-ava1lable , reliable, and flexible form. 

This effort is currently being carried out liLnder the auspices of LGC Engineeri.ng , 
but it may soon shii't to other Bay Area institutions if work under way is successful. 
This Journal is part of that process, and substitutes for the llliediation rr cited in 
the footnotes of the previous article. 

Lee Felsenstein 
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~e Tom Swit~ Terminal, A Convivial Cybernetic Device 

by Lee Felsenstein 
LGC Engineering 
1807 Detaware St. 
Berkeley, CA 94703 

As presented before the Tenth Computer Society International Conference of the 
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Spring, 1975 

1. CONVIVIAL DESIGlI AND lIUIiAll ECOLOGY 

"Comes the revolution, youse wU1 all aa t strawberries an' sour cream! II 

"I don't WBmla eat strawberries an' sour cream!" 

"Comes the revolution, youse wil.l do like you're told!" 

Uell, here we are carrying forth the cybernetic revolution, with microprocessors 
in e/Very bathroom, and I wonder how many of use feel that the people at the end of the 
process, the ultimate consumers, don't appreciate what we're " doing and will simply have 
to do as they're told. I shouldn't have to remind you that there is a strong resentment 
against the direction of technological development among people in the street. They feel 
a general uneasiness about the fact that technology tends to remove their ability to 
exert control over their own lives, and they doni t like it. 

What's the matter with these people? Don't they understand what we're doing for 
them? Don't they understand that our intentions are only the best? 

Or perhaps we don I t understand the effects of our own systems. 

I am a.rgui:D& here that there exists a human ecology which is affected by our 
work as makers of tools and systems, and that the industrial criteria of design. with 
whirl1 we ar9 all famjliar does not take this fact into account. 

An example; the development and widespread availability of solid-state radio 
receivers for consumers is a triumph of the industrial system of values; more receivers 
were produced which were cheaper and more portable than before. Industrialists will 
still point proudly to these figures. But within the human ecology there was an unforseen 
effect. 

As a part of the des1gn chalge, repairability was sacrificed. Since the new 
technology was more reliable than the old, this 'I'I8S seen as rational. You didn't fix a 
transistor radio, that would be more expensive than bu.yi.D8 another. So ma.nu.:f'acture was 
cheapened by using hause-brand semiconductors, thinnjng the pr.1nted-circuit board foil, 
tack-soldertng, etc. 

But with that repairability went the opportunity for people to pry around inside 
a radio. Every 13-year-old had a radio, but none of them had any incentive to learn what 
went on inside. If' they fooled around with it, it fell apart. Why bother? 

Now that generation of 13-year-olds has grown up and the electronics industry 
is talking about a shortage of technicians. Is there a connection? 

The cOllventional industria]. wisdom. says that this trend is inevitable, that 
progress alway~means increasing sophistication of tools and systems, increasing distance 
between managers of the tools, the designers, and the public in whose name they are used. 
Access to the new tools is closed off, and education, which is treated more and more as 
a commodity, is required to gain access to and control of the tools. 

People are supposed to accept" the inevitable and adjust their lives to the 
demands made by the new tools and systems. Drugs are suggested as an aid to this process. 
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I wish to propose that this direction of increasing alienation is not ine~table; 
that different criteria of design are possible which can reduce the distinction ~ 
the user and the designer, and can expand the ability of people to assume control over 
their environment and their destinies . 

A suggested t erm tor such criteria is "convi'VUUlI as opposed to l11ndustrial". 
This usage was proposed by Ivan ll1.1cb in his heretical book, "Tools ~ Convina1itY': 
published in 1973 by llarper <1 Row. 

UV example here will be the design of a. terminal for a pub11cally-used information 
storage ana retneval system, a sort of electronic bulletin board which was call.ed 
CoUlDlJJJ1 ty llemory and is described elsewhere. The teminal bad to be useable in a wide 
variety ot environments and configurations, capable of being recan!1gured to higher levels 
of lIintelligence ll in the field as the system grew,.and above all, capable of 1nsp1r1ng 
tzust in the people who used it, people who were generally untrained 1n the use ot computer 
equipment. 

The industrial approach is grim and doesn't work. High-quali ty burned-in components, 
azmoring and potting of subassemblies are some of the strategems used. The de:jgn motto is 
"Design by Geniusea for Use by Idiots", and the watchword when dealing with the untrained 
and umra.ehed public is KEEP THEIR RAlIDS OFF! 

The convivial approach which I want to propose as an alternative involves taking 
the human ecology ot the situation into account. First of all, the device is to be used 
in a context. Some people will be nominaJJy responsible for it where it is installed. ~ 

This strategem allows them to partiCipate in the configuration and maintenance of the 
device and allows them. to learn contimlously about the way it works and what they can do 
with it. An important approach bere is to reduce tbe distinction between uae and train; ng. 
The dence is designed to be an educational toy as much as a "useful tool". 

Hopetully, the peop~e who enter into thia relationship with the device will be 
able to diagnose faults, effect minor repairs, and in effect provide useful input for 
design support and modifications. To help develop this capability provisions IIIIJ.St be 
made for the organization and support of a users' group or other forms at lateral 
colDlIR.Ul.ication among WIers of the dence. 

In short, the convivial approach that I suggest would rely on the user's ability 
to learn about and gain aome control over the tool. The user will have to spend some 
amount of time probing around ins:ide the equipment, and we will have to make this possible 
and not fatal to either the equipment or the person. 

In honor of the American tolk hero most likeley to be found tampering with the 
equipment, we have named the device the Tom Swift Terminal . 

2 . Hm7 THE DEED I1AS OOiIE - TECJnIICAL DETAILS 

First, we viewed the device from. a general standpoint . 'ile wanted a terminal which 
behaved initially as a Teletype equiValent with backspace capability . Display would be 
on a video monitor and could be handled by a hame TV set. ?rinters and multiple keyboards 
and screens would bave to be added later, so it was obvious that the device was best 

visualized as a small memory system. remote trom the computer to which a large number of 
attachments could be made. This implied an orderly expandable bus structure, and a 

semi-synchronous three-state TTL bus was designed sufficiently wide to handle 16-bit 
microprocessors without problems. This meant 16 addreas lines and 8 data lines, as well aa 
4 control lines. 

uemory was designed in 1024 byte increments using 2102-type semiconductor RALi 
operating at 1.0 microsecond. Increasing the memory size thus meant plugging in another 
card to the bus . The top page of addresses 'l'i8.S reserved for status registers used in 

control of devices connected to the bus . A daisy- chain priority system was decided upon. 
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A display card contains the character generator, sync generation circuitry, 
and video circuitry. Screen refresh is performed directly from the memory card, so 
the display card manages the repetet1ve block data transfers which this process re
quires . 

The actual execution of these transfers is carried out by the block transfer 
card, to which the display card is cotmected. The block transfer card is essentially a 
Ii.1A controller, containing four 16-bit registers, a 16-bit up/down counter, and a 

comparator. Through a general1zillg design process, thouah, it has been configured as a 
"stupid processor" capable of either handling fast block transfers or of laboriously 
perfo~ the rather simple screen-management editing algorithms. 

This editing is performed under control of the input/editor card, which also 
connects to the block transfer card. A three-state bus on the front edge ot the three 
cards just mentioned allows the cards to be easily interconnected. The display card 
always has priority to this bus. 

The input/ editor card, which contains a UAB/T through which it listens to the 
keyboard and external modem, is otherwise a small BOll controller, with up to 256 8-bit 
words ot ROUt an address counter, skip and subroutine circuitry. This shares the resources 
ot the block transfer card to feed characters into memory and updates the values ot the 
three status registers included in the first "basic systems!!. These registers respond to 
the six highest memory addresses and are a~tua.lJ.y stored in the reSisters in the block 
transfer card. They represent the beginning-of-screen address (BOS), en4-ot-screen address, 
(:roS), and the equivaJ.ent cursor address (CRS). , 

. In future, more intelligent applications, a microprocessor may be easily inter
faced to the Dus and the memory expanded to allow program storage and scratch space which 
is not displayed. The block transfer card continues to be required for screen refresh 
transfers, and could also be shared with a low-priority output device such as a line print
er. There .seems tQ be no visible limit to the number of configurations and applications 
possible with this system. 

There is a growing field ot amateur computer activity around the newly-available 
microprocessor chips. To encourage the use of this device in that milieu we have included 
what we call "hexagram display!! as an optional means of allowing visual presentation ·of 
binary. The ei8ht-bi t number is displayable as a stack of eight solid or broken lines where 
characters are ordinarily displayed. This allows debugging ot machine-language programs 
by users who have no fami.1iari ty with or even tolerance for conventional editing and 
debugging programs. 

3. CONCLUSION 

The example which I have been discussing is only a crude first attempt at using 
incompletely-developed design criteria. I urge that designers and e~eers begin the 
development and refinement of these criteria. 

The initiative for a design philosophy more in accord with the human ecology will 
have to come from us t and not from those in positions of economic or managerial ecn trol. 
Convivial designs are not good for ma..Jd.mizing the wealth of indivi.duals. The point of 
putting such heresy into operation is to allow our efforts to maximize the wealth of 
society in a rational and humanistic context. I believe that it can and must be done. 
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Some Indications for Community i..iemory 

"Community Uemory" may not be the rigbt name. Uoa·t of· the memory involved is 
(desired to be) of the shortest termj the system 1s not . paat-oriented, but is more 
an attempt to deal with the real-time complex ot. coIIDIDJ.n.i.ty data. "Community Datall 1s 
a more aCqu'ate name,. or perhaps "Community Data Connection", or "Commun; ty Data 
Exchange". "Commllnity. Intormationll ma,y be bef!t. 

2. 

: .. The system is inescapably political. Ita politics are concerned with people's 
power · -- their power with respect to the information useful to them, their power with 
respeot to the technology of information (hardware ~~ software both). 

The system democratizes information,. coming and going. Whatever one's power ,A 

status in society -- titan of inchlstry, child of weUare recipient - one can put 
information into the syst~ and take it out on an equal baais, provided its terminals 
are freely accessable and (relatively) free to use. It is a truly democratic and public 
utility, granting no one special privilege (provided its software can teach any user 

to operate it with sufficient skill for ·bar -needs.) . 

Put it another way: in this syst~ no person or group can monopolize or other
wise control people I s access to information. Information-power is tully decentralized·. 
No editing, no censoring; no central authority to detemine who shall know what in 
what way. Of course this means that no, authority is respona:f:,.ble for providing "enough" 
~ormation in the system; it must make do with whatever people choose to put in, on 
a democratic basis. Likewise this means that no authority is responsible for certityine, 
directly or implicitly, that any information is "right" or "accurate". Users of the 
system l!llst take responsibility for their own jud&ements about its data, supported 
by whatever judgements other people offer to them through the system ·(see ."5 below) 
or outside it. 

Yet another way: in this system no central authority, person or agency mediates 
people1s communication and transaction with each other. The system functions simply 
to facilitate people ' s direct contact and contract with each other, nourishing an 
ult~ate participatory deoocracy. 

In all these ways, the operational politics of the system are deeply democratic -
rather than implicitly authoritarian/centralized, as most of our systems of informat1on
handling are. I am putting this all. q1J.i te abstractly. To grasp the alternative clearly, 
it is enough to just recognize the ways in which computer-based ~ormation systems 

are coming into public use: in schools, to teach mass pre-packaged programs; in industry, 
to deal out narrowly organized bodies of data to those with the power to command 
special access. 

;. • .j 

The sixties have passed, but the aultur.al changes they were watershed for are 
still. developing -- and we can see, in the Bay Area, certain concrete indications of 
new customs of public information, which have grown in response to people's felt needs 
for new forma and styles of service. 

The nea market gained middl.e-class popularity j now on any sunny Saturday, drivi-"lg 
through Berkeley, one encounters dozens of yard sales and garage sales. In a swirl of 
random molecular efficiency, people are sorting through their tools and toys and 
finding ways to echange them -- if still with the dollar as a currency of co~version , 
in other ways face-to-face, without middlemen. The claasUied sections of newspaperf: 
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have not much gro1ftl; rather a new kind of paper covers the local Corrgmmi ty market 
Classified Flea UBrket, a cheap open advertising system with random-public-access 
tribution, putting out 40,000 copies of same 2,500 ads biweekly. 

-- ~ ,-
di3·· 

But not only tangibles are being exchanged. Heliotrope and the Open Educatior
Exchange are local versions o~ a cammlnity free university -- forums where people with 
something to teach, o~ any sort, camect with people who want to learn. Again the 
educational. exchange is without any middl.emen·, with only the most mjnimal central 
tecbni.cal facilitation, in radical contrast to established schools. Each education e:~ · 

change advertisea its courses by a periodic random-public-distribution catalogue __ C-..l0

• • 

they charge teachers 30-50% of the gross for this service, reaping a mint and upping 
the general price for learn1.ng. 

In the back pages of the Berkeley~, each week a thousand ads for sexual 
services and partners are made public. The ads are picaresque and deviant; some peoJ:~ ". 
disapprove of their existence, others merely snigger vicariously. Put again we have . ~ __ 
phenomenon: people feel real needs of a certain personal sort, and they seek or make a 
forum to mau their needs or offerings p.lblic, and to exchange services directly. 

The several massive rental services that have developed are of the same order; 
but it's worth 10ok1.ng at wh3' they diddevelop, given that the "for :rent" sections of 
newspaper class~ieds already serve this function extensively. The rental services, 
in contrast to the newspapers, represent an extensive and specialized pooling of inf~-· 
ation. They concentrate more data in a more convenient formj they keep it more up-t :- ·· 
date, which is a major advantagej and you don't have to throwaway the front section!'; ~ 
as irrelevant. Their capac~ty to deliver more precisely specialized information is in 
the process of being developed, with computer assistance. 

These four examples point a common theme. There are of course lI18llJ'" speciali; "' ':. 
gooda-and-aervices exchanges in our society, some of which operate II wi thout middlem:. 
e.g. the "booles wanted/for sale section vf ~ Antiquarian Bookman - with neither 
editing/censoring nor outsider's profit to perturb people's direct ~teraction. But 
these examples go beyond such traditional forms, in at least two ways. Jirst, they 
t end to be mdically public, in the senf: e that they offer speciAlized exchanges to a~ 
" ide o.nd unspec1Ql.1zed a public as possible. Second, they tend to focus centrally on 
the interchange of info~tion itself, indeed to generate systems whose prime purpose 
is to facilitate only this (e.g., they d.o not ofter real estate news, alumoi clubs, et~. ). 

~t all this says, to me, is that people are seeking direct, unregulated, 
unmediated ways to came into contact and interchange. It is a social pressure, born of 
, \e cultural ohaDges of our time . There is no telling what its potential is, or how 
many areas it may wait to inVade, because the proper mechanisms for its expression have 
been lacking, and are only now being developed in a piecemeal way. A Community Informativu 
~:;ystem, sufficiently developed, would seem to be the ideal vehicle for its expression: 
indeed , a public utility. 

One thing exciting about the trial run of the Community wemory system is that i "t 
demonstrated, on a small· but immediate scale, the diversity and flexibility of uses t~t 
may be expected to nourish in a larger scale system. One tenn:inal was placed in a rece 
store, where II18.DY musicians come. Besides advertisements for inst:ruments , recoDmlendati.( 
' bout records, and notices of performances, the system was also used as an organizin£ 
· ... 001: musicians looking for others to form or fill out groups, and those wanting to j ~ .. 
,?,oups, f01.Uld what they wanted -- not because it was provided for them, but because "' '' 't: .' . 

expressed needs filled an empty container. In the same way, another terminal, placed ,.: . 
"')eople with a.pocalyptic visions came, a ccumulated apocalyptic messages. 

It the tool is multi-purpose, and tree to the uses people invent, they will L 
in response to their needs and desires. There is no anticipating the breadth of the u · 
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they will. make; nor any way to provide for these, except by making the flexibility and 
useability of the tool as great as possible. 

In this again we must recognize the contrast to the present dominant approach 
to information systems. Pram pocket calculators on up, the tendency is to design hard
and sott-ware which meets traditional needs better, or which is meant tor new special 
needs that the ~esigners anticipate. The planning process which satisties needs is 
cent~ed and hierarchical, benevolently etticient -- but it cannot make provision 
for, and lI18J" indeed acnJa)],. foreclose, the uses that cannot be anticipated, especially 
those invented in tree play. 

In an open information system, we can expec~ both play and necessity to give 
rise to new orders at information and new forms at social relation. 

To take a simple example; in the Bay Area there have been developing a wide 
variety at new heali.Ilg practices to augment traditional medicine. Acupmcturists, 
polarity therapists and psycb.ic healers would use the system to advertise their services 
-- entering io!ormation not only about their availability and prices, but also about 
the nature of "their practices. Call th1.s "first order" information. For the first time 
an organized pi,..bllc process ot related tirst order inf'ormat:l.on :tram patients wUl become 
possible: for the patient who teels he has .been harmed, or has benetitted, from a 
certain practice or practicioner will have both motivation and the means to make his 
view available to others seeking aid. The "evaluative and poUcing" function will begin 
to escape the monopo17' ot medical societies and gO¥ernmental agencies, and be performed 
directly in democratic interchange. 

But whose views can you tnlst, ' in a system that doesn't tell you what to th:1.n.k. 
about the information it carries? So second-order information and informants will begin 
to ac~te. · The woman with a pain in her back, hesitating between the advertisements 
of osteopath and surgeon, may be able to find entries discussing the therapeutic alter
natives, iDeerted b,y med students or disinterested do-gooders. The doctor whose treat
ment bas 'been trashed will enter in public hiB rebuttal of. the camp1ajning patient's 
accusation; the patient will. add his own addreas for the ben"Bti t ot anyone who t1.nd 
,"," 7 :-ore about the incident; the back-sutterer who has scanned all the relevant listin.lll't 
to determine which healers have the highest current ratio of client satisfaction to 
dissatiafaction will insert and date this information;. ~e county medical society will 
?!lter its recommendations aleo. 

rn such sophi.stications, we can recognize the kind of "natural" democratic 
information process that presently occurs as we sort around through our friends' exper
~ ances and prejudices, the Yellow Pages, and the library for advice about treatment. 
But its extent and efficiency will be greatly augmented. The vigor and diversity at 
crit icism ot information will increase, and new functions and roles of criticism will 
appear. In each area ot information exchange -- used car sales, vacation advice, 
religious proselytiz1ll8 -- we can expect to see a variety of infomal IIgatekeeping" 
functions to emerge, and people affiliating with the system as shepherds and artists 
to serve them; 

6 • 

\7hat's in this for computer freaks, and why should they be the ones to design 
and develop such a system? 

Precisely, I think, the joy of seeing a. beloved toy given to everyone to play 
wi t h. They have been concerned with technology not for its most narrowly visible utility, 
nor for the sake or the profit to be derived from defi.ni.Dg and controlling its uses, 
but out of the sheer wonder of invention, discovery and play. It is appropriate they be 
the midwives of a public system designed to embody this spirit, of free, unregulated, 
and creative exploration. 
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Indeed, it may well be that this spirit will not come to be realized in a p.1blic 
compute r utility system unless its prototype design is determined by such amateurs; for 
there are man,y reasons to expect commercial utility development to be less crnmmmj ty
oriented, u ser-responsive and -involving, and felxible. (The expected limitations can be 
foreseen in grim detail fram the two imperatives which will be honored in standard com
mercial design: the system itself wi.ll be highly protitable to make and run, and thus 
costly to use and unjustly selective in its corresponding choice of users; and its 
operation will be limited in ways which protect, as much as possible, the present 
~oncentrations ot economic and other power affected by the 1nto~tion it is designed 
to carry. ) 

But this wanders from computer freaks, the boys (alae!) with their toys. As 
people interchanging hardware and information, announcing computer courses and so on, 
~hey would be users of the system. on the same basis as other citizens. But they might 
have a special task and pleasure. Community Information offers the richest potential of 
full technological conviviality of anything on the horizon now. A tull system would offer 
t he user instruction on how to maintain, repair, modily and understand the hardware, and 
even more the sottware . It would teach the user how to use it. 

This is a simple and dynamite proposition, with the most sophisticated implicatiana 
tor programming and programmers. The first level has been foreeen in the initial tests 
of Community Uemory: the machine says, "These are the categories of information I carry, 
(his is hO'ff you call them up, how you enter materi.al.i please doni t hit m;y keys too bard." 
fu t the higher levels have been anticipated only by the programmed injunction, "Touch me! II, ~ 
by which the machine, as an experienced lover, greets the virgin . 

Not simply how to handle infonnation, but how to think about handling it, how to 
teels about using it -- these are the potentials that open. ~e shall have a system with 
~.'Resome potentials for use and play. How can the machine help the user learn to make 
~he most o~ them? This guggests learning pr ograms of a kind and sophistication that have 
_nowhere yet to be explored, a true challenge. 

For it is not a known kind of learning which is to be taught, established routines 
,:.t access and use; but rather the creative exploration and mastery of unknown potenti.al.s 

both of the technological system itself, and of the individual identities and human 
~ommun.1ty with which it grows in intimate interface. In this respect what the systemls 
j·rogrammers will be responsible for facilitating is not the narrow learning of "how to 
:lse the computer te:rminal", but the ultimate act of leanrlng about learning itself -
Droviding perhaps the deepest dimension of that Community Information which empowers 
democratically. 

Of course the system should be designed so that this teaching and learning can 
develop, again, in a democratic community interaction via the computerized prosthesis. 
3u.t the seed the system's desi&ners plant will help to determine what grows in the 
fertile soil. 

Liichael Rossman 

(The author has been an active participant and observer in most of the 
events in the Bay Area which signalled the growth of a student- and 
youth-oriented political/social subculture. He has t ravelled and .ororked 
extensively around the country as an organizer for educational cha.oge. 
Por more details see his two books, ~ ,!edding Ui thin The ~ 
and .9!!. Leam1n8 and Social Change (Vintage V-831 L both out of print . ) 
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LETl'ER TO THE EDITOR, 

Dear Lee: 

1807 Delaware St. , Berkeley CA: 94-703 

* * * * * 

January 1976 

(415) 845- 4736 ' 

Just finished reading first issue of Journal £f Community Communications. 
needles:"J to say, I was disappointed. It appears you've started with an answer· (computers) 
before asking the question of how to develop community communication syate~ tha,t are 
open for public use . I ' m sorry the Journal bas such a narrow focus on compute:rs and 
isn't really serving as a forum for alternative community communication processes. I'm 
personally aware of a lot of exc.ell,ent non- computer processes. Do you plan to limit the 
scope in the future? 

Honestly concerned, 
John \'t. Warden 
355 tlC Il Street 1,':203 
Springfield OR 97477 

THE EDITOR RESPOHDS : I believe that I can lay i.J'. Harden!s qualms to rest by quoting 
from the introduction to Issue 0 (paragraph 2, line 5-8): "This should not be sensed as 
limit~ the discussion to cybernated systema, however. Such communi cations systems can 
operate with or without the inclusion of computer technology, and one of the major topics 
which we expect to be debated here is whether such technology should be incorporated in 
such systems. II 

til' . '7a rden r:J ques1!iol'l does illustrate a more general question .which I must 
constantly address when talking about Community iiemory systems. That is; "are you 
not s imply trying to find a use and a justification for yo'ur favorite toys?!! This is 
certa inly a valid question· f or any technologist to have to answer and c~nsider. In 
my case, I refer the questioner to the "Communi ty Communications l'roposal" on the over
leaf) which was an · attempt to define a non-computerized nationwide ne,t~vork . That pro
posa l falls apart where it proposes "professional standards of service" to be im
plemented by the melange of !!f reak- revolutionaries" (my phrase) to which it was pJ;e
sented. 

This in turn raises another question j what is there to ensure that a community 
communication system will be trusted by enough people to make it useful and self
sus t aining? Judg:ing from the amount of non-cooperation between various switchboards 
in t he SF bay area during the time when I was investigating tqe possibilities of 
a co-ordination of their efforts, the answer was IInot much", People started and 
worked with switchboards for t he darndest reasons. The us er of the inf ormation exchange --. 
service they provided had to f ilter their information through some unseen person , 
who would categorize , file or search using criteria of meaning which were not innnediately 
apparent to the user. Someone new would arrive, re-organize the filing system around 
their own world-view , become t he living index to that file, "burn out" from overwork 
a.~a under- support, leave, and the cycle would repeat. 

The principle which I would lDee to propose for discussion is; in a community 
communication system, the user must be able to manipulate the filing technology 
without the intervention of third parties. In a future time, when society has re- struc
tured itself into a less atomized model, this may no longer be true . But how do we get 
t here from here? 

I look forward to hearing from Lr . ''lard en and others on this general topic. 
As mentioned above , the pages of the Journal are wide open to contributions. 



COLiLiillTITY COLiliU1UCATIOlIS PROPOSAL 

PROPOSED: that an organizing committee for a Community Communieations Network be esta
blished' that the communications network be envisioned as non-hierarchical, a non
broadca~t system o£ decentralized community switchboards and information £iles along 
with sub- systems of neighborhood communication centers; that the purpose, of this 
system be the creation of viable communities through the availability of communication 
services to the people; that professional standards of service be established to in
sure the'_ peop1-e.'s:_trust in, the system; that the organization of this system not be 
considered as compet~with any action proposals put forth at this convention. 

, 

LiOTIVATIOI!: " A common understanding is growing among us that we need a conmnmication 
system in order to facilitate any revolutionary or even radical action. 

To date we have relied on mass media, and mass-type (or "broadcast") media such 
as posters, leaflets, comic books , etc. to transmit information. He have seen the form 
of these media distort and modify the content of our information, by virtue of their 
show-business nature. The Yippies know how to get themselves acrOBS in these kinds of 
media, but the result has only been a new kind of amusement. 

The communication network we need rmlst be of a non-hierarchical, non- broadcast 
nature. It must be a system which will enable any pe-rson to reach any other person 
who shares a sim11ar interest in the information. 

The function of this system will not be to transmit streams of directives and 
other heavy, military- type material. Its function will be to build local communities 
which are Ittogetherlt and linked with each other. Revolutionary practice is built upon 
the organization of. such comnnmities (like the _ Vietnamese villages). We have no such 
communities, because we have been conditioned to accept a spectator1s role in the in
formation flow . Until we can stop being an audience and start forming conmnmities, we 
will pose no serious threat as far as the ruling class is concerned. 

In the envisioned system, each area capabl e of supporting a community will have 
a central switchboard and information file, which will be recognized as the place to 
go for general information, and through which information can pass to other communities. 

These centers can also contain layout and printing fac ilities for use by trained 
people. Along with this center will be a net of neighborhood communication centers. 
Each will be a local switchboard/information - message file center. They will maintain 
bulletin boards and supply materials to people who wish to post a notice . They con 
also function as hangout centers to provide the communication service performed by 
marketplaces in small villages. 

Each neighborhood center can distribute printed materials through hand carriers 
to routes of people who request the service. These hand carriers can form a local 
"people's post office lt if it is needed . Phone traces can be organized and run from 
the neighborhood centers . Periodically the whole community can come together and in 
one day compile a directory of who they are and how they can reach each other. 

This system is useless unless it can retain the confidence of the people. This 
is best assured by publicizing and implementing professional standards of operation to 
prevent the people who operate the system from modifying the content or context of the 
messages they handle . 

Some people may suggest that a system of this sort will give the pigs a gold mine 
of information. This danger must be weighed against the danger of continuing as we 
are now, with no communication system we can rely on . 

* * * * 
Editor ' s note; The above paper was presented by myself to the Layday Convention held 
August 1971 in Atlanta Ga. It had been my understanding that the purpose of the con
vention was to establish a nationwide communication network. The rhetoric was approp
riate for the occasion. 



REroRT 011 THE STATUS OF THE TOii SHIFT TERI.lIHAL DESIGU 

The primary objective in the design of the Tom Swift Terminal was to produce 
a device which encouraged the involvement in computer hardware of amateurs who would 
not otherwise have incentive to do so. Such involvement was intended to solve the 
projected problem of hardware reliability in the COIIDIlUllity Liemory information retrieval 
system by ensuring that each hardware ins~allation attracted a group of technically
minded amateurs. Problems of maintenance and system configuration could be ceded to 
these groups, which would perform a significant humanizing function for the system as 
a whole. 

The Tom Swift design was conceptualized aa a bus-oriented memory system 
designed for direct memory access (Il~), in which several devices sharing the memory 
bus can gain access to control of the bus. In its initial system configuration, it 
would operate as an !1unintelligent terminal", accepting data from a keyboard or 
communications line and displaying it on a user- supplied video monitor . The system 
would be expandable in intelligence through the addition of microprocessors, additional 
memory, read- only program memory, more displays, printers, etc. The ultimate config
uration was not determined, since multiprocessor arrays were feasible. 

This design was generated as a result of the serendipitous response to the 
first piece of amateur computer hardware, Don Lancaster ' s TV Typewriter (now known as 
TVT-1). Appearing as a cover article in the September 1973 issue of Radio- Electronics 
magazine, it drerl a response of 10 ,000 paid requests for designs. In a subsequent 
telephone conversation, Don mentioned to me that his next TV Typewriter would use 
random- access memory, rather than the structurally rigid shift register memory used to 
date . This concept stirred the realization that a small patch of memory in the 
amateur 's hands could be cultivated to grow into a whole computer, given the proper 
framework. The preliminary specifications for the Tom Swift Terminal were the result . 
The name stenuned from the desire to cater to the liTom Swift market" of Users. 

It was not at all clear at that time whether such a market existed , despite 
the response to Lancaster ' s article . Early in 1974 the iark 8 microcomputer kit was 
announced, and a newsletter grew up immediately to enable the hundred- odd builders 
of that design to cross- communicate the numerous fixes and modifications necessary 
to make that design (based on the Intel 8008 microprocessor chip) operate at all. 

In January of 1975 the first "full scale lt microcomputer kit was announ6ed by 
ilicro- Instrumentation Telemetry Systems (now tilTS, Inc.), a small maker of electronic 
test equipment and calculator kits facing prospective bankruptcy after its market ~or 
calculator kits was undercut by the calculator price war. Their Altair 8800 was based 
on the Intel 8080 microprocessor chip, whic~1 can lay claim to being the first device 
capable of all the functions of a minicomputer . An initial production run of 40 
;'IaS planned, later increased to 100 as the publication date neared. The response 
to the article deluged LilTS wi tb orders, and approximately 5000 Altair kits have 
been shipped as of this writing. 

This was the signal event that brought the Tom Swift market out into the open . 
The first meeting of the S.F. Day Area Homebrew Computer Club was organized to examine 
the first Altair to reach the San Francisco region, and similar associations formed 
independently around the country for the purpose of bringing together people who were 
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intrigued with this "affordable computer". The result of this convergence of like 
minds has been the development of a small, highly irmovative industry producing 
amateur-oriented microcomputers and their peripherals . 

The corollary result has been that the Tom Swift design has been superseded in 
its primary design objective. The Altair 8800 i8 a bus- oriented design, making ex
pansion possible through the addition of plug- in modules. An upcoming design by 
another manufacturer, the Astral 2000, is likewise bus-oriented using the j~torola
designed 6800 microprocessor. nJ~ Associates bas introduced the IWSAI 8080, a com
puter baving every module interchangeable with the LITS 8800 modules. Processor 
Teclmology Inc. has built a thriving business making "third party" plug- in modules 
for the Altair 8800 or rL.EAI 8080. 

In the midst of this frantic activity, I decided to shelve the Tom Swift des~ 
at least temporarily and to concentrate on designing peripherals for these computers 
which would make possible the same kinds of system configurations as were intended 
for the Tom Swift terminal. To date I have completed a video alphanumeric display 
module for Processor Teclmology (the VIl.i- 1) and a 103-compatible modem kit (the 
Pennywhistle 103, to be announced officially in February). Designs to be completed 
withi.n two months are an adapter module to allow the Vfu- 1 to operate as a stand
alone "unintelligent terminal", and a video alphanumeric display module for the Astral 
2000. Following these will be a 32-column printer with plug-ins for both types of 
computers. 

Uith the completion of these plug- ins, the Tom Swift Terminal design will be 
functionally obsolete. I may continue to develop the idea of decentralized processors 
in the future , but I will be turning my primary attentions to the development of 
COlImnmi ty Liemory type information- exchange systems. I realize that some people may 
be disappointed by my apparent loss of interest in pursuing a promising design, but 
I have decided to fix ~ sights a little higher and pursue a promising system. Also, 
working with Processor Technology has convinced me that I would not enjoy in the 
least dealing with the problems inherent in a manufacturing situation . 

Some people who have examined my preliminary speCifications will no doubt be 
pleased to find that the Aetral 2000 will incorporate almost the identical bus atruc
tur7· I am likewise pleased to see this, since I had nothing whatever to do with the 
desl.~ 0: that ~chine . Apart .from the unintentional flattery, the pleasing aspect 
of th1s ~s.that l.de~s.for.configurations or applications which may have been encouraged 
by my O~l.ginal spec1fl.cat10ns can still be realized with minimal changes despite my 
abdicatl.on from the .role of prime mover. 

-- Lee Felsenstein 

'f:OTE : I nill be in Albuquerque on Larch 26 through 28th during the IIWorld Altair 
~onvention", where I will be interested in meeting others f/ho wish to exchange 
~deas for "Tom Swift" hardware and systems as \'Iell as elaborating on my 
current designs. ' 
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reprinted from !IOn Learning and Social Change ll (Vintage V-831) by permission of author 
A COilLiilllICATIONS NETWORK FOR CHAlIGE IN HIGHER EOOCATION 

by l :ichael Rossman 
A Real 1 iodel of a Specialized Comnrunication Network 

, 
In the mid-Fifties , when I lnew its world, science fiction/fantasy (a- f) was a 

young literature with an audience of perhaps 200,000 in America. This population was 
rich in scientists and intellectuals and social deviants - or freaks, as they ' re 
called now . \'11 thin it was a subgroup, largely of freaks, who formed a looee nucleus 
held together by friendships, avocational bonde, and a specialized communication 
network . 

S-f was rich with esoteric references to this nuclear society. Its members were 
writers and magazine people, collectors of magazines, specialists of the literature 
and its writers' lives, people who functioned as social links in this diffuse hamlet 
society, young followers and devotees and romantics of the field, and so on: an odd 
genre ' s fauna. Collectively, they called themselves Science-Fiction Fandom; indivi
dually, fans. 

Fandom began taking shape in the late twenties, foilow1ng the proliferation of 
magazines touched off by Gernsback ' s pioneering Amazing Stories. It ia thus deeply a 
communications phenomenon . This may account for the sophistication of its communication 
network, which - like Fandom's structure, its social and professional functioning, and 
the circus spectrum of its population - had more or lees stabilized by the late Forties . 

In size, structure, and the general topography of its communicati9ns, Fandom 
closely resembles the IIfloating colleges" that Derek K. De Solla Price pc>sits a8 the 
fundamental intracommunicating intellectual groupings throughout much of science. 
Price's model particularly describes professiona~social groups operating in frontier . 
fields of scientific and technical innovation j so to find it applicable to the genera~ 
ting group of an innovative literature may not be surprising. 

Like a floating college, Pandom was a syetem in dynamic equilibrium, with a rela
tively high rate of turnover among its thousand or so members. Of these, some 10 per 
cent were central, being both more densely connected with each other and more prolific 
and influential. Like a floating college, Fandom ' s population was relatively mobile 
(though as a result of personal life- style, rather than of government grants) . And 
like a floatirl.g college, Fandom had three levels of communication : personal inter
change of vi sits and lettersi local, regional, and national meetings; and published 
conummications . 

In this last respect, Fandom differs from Price ' s model, though in each case 
publication is the only uniform currency of communication. The publications network 
of a floating college generally consists of one or several prof essional journals -
e.g., The \'Ionn- Runners ' Digest - to which several hundred members contribute more or 
less actively. The domain of uniform circulation of these journals defines the floa
ting college's territory. Within it an informal mechanism arranges for the individual 
distribution of reprinted articles (Xeroxes of work- in- progress also circulate, among 
quite small subgroups). 

Fandom1s publications' network was much more complex, partly because it was an 
amateur, second-order system. Fandom had a first- order, centralized system already: 
the s- f magazines themselves, which are essentially a professional literature, uniform
ly subscribed to, with no arrangement for reprints. But Fandom publications formed 
a sophisticated information network not only because they were an auxilliary amateur 
system free of rigid professional necessities, but also because they serviced the needs 
of an unusual papule tion. 
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One index to this is the range of sUbjects an important fanzioe
2 

might deal with 
_ e.g., analyses of the literature, personal memoirs of fanfolk, deviant psychothera

peutic theories, archaeology and ~thology, rocket fuels, the history of printing, gun 
lore and bad jokes. S- f fans, as a class , had a bewildering array of interests. 
They ' were diverse in other respects as well, and as prone to cliques as artiste . Their 
publications systems had to deal with this, and deal also with their urge ~d need to 
be bound together by more than professional and intellectual concerns: act1vely to be 
a society. 

Fanzines , Circa 1955 

Against this background, an indigenous medium evolved: the fanzine and its dis
tribution system. In form, the fanzine was mutable. Some were none - shotsn - on a 
single sheet, tossed off by a beery group for fun one evening , or of many pages, cele
brating a person or an event . 

ilost fanzines were periodical . In a constant flux new ones appeared, to flourish 
or limp for a few issues and disappear. Some specialized in neophyte literature of 
the field; others were periodicals of debate. Some represented the interests of an 
intracommunicating subgroup of Fandom; others, one person's thoughts and writing. Some 
followed jagged editorial policies; a few set standards of excellence for a decade. 

Fanzines had a fairly standard physical form. i~ost had circulations of between 
50 and 200 and Vlere indifferently memeographed on hand-cranked machines in basements 
somewhere, or at the office after-hours. Some were jobs of excellent craftsmanship 
done in hand- set type, or by the Gestetner memeo, which at the time was the highest
quality cheap mass~reproduction system -available for amateur use . 

liost lI one-shotsll were distributed to a specialized extension of some standard 
mailing list. Some periodicals had their individual lists , and were also sent to any
one requesting them. (Constant and intimate ref erence t o each other among fanzines kept 
this system of requests functioning fluidly and actively.) 

other periodicals were organized into more elaborate distribution pools - e.g., 
the Fantasy Amateur Preas Association. FAPA had about 120 member s, of whom maybe 40 
contributed regularly to the quarterly mailings, each of which included say 30 or 
more fanzines on an ad- hoc basis. Every three months or so your FAPA dues would bring 
you this thiCk motl«Y bundle of multipapered fanzines, mailed from some central assembly 
point (which rotated regu.larly among various clusters of meobers in the cOWltry). 

Faced with maybe a thousand pages of mailing, you would sort out the fanzinee you 
followed regularly and respected , the one-shatters of fri ends , and whatever else looked 
interesting. Some references might turn you on to something you missed last round. 
And you in turn might write in reaction to something in the mailing and distribute it 
the next mailing in some friendly fanzine or as a one- shot t er. 

So , by the mutable medium of the fanzine , several thousand people, organized in 
depth around an open-ended subject field , were joined in e loose active communications 
system. They were connected, not by a central publication, rn~t by a delicate shifting 
network of overlapping information spheres. Within this network, the specialized common 
language of Fandom evol~ed, without wiping out local dialects, ass imilating new compo
nents naturally from the network's variegated inputs. Since the network was generated 
by many autonomous centers , it formed a public free economy, in which standards of taste, 
relevance and competence were highly individual and compet ed on an open market . And the 
decentralized quality of the network also provided the space and freedom for the deve~ 
lopment of intra communicating social and intellectual subgr oupings. 
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Refinement of the wodel: a Computerized Fanzine 

Consider the problem of 'constructing a useful communication network for the 
domain of educational innovation, which needs to be defining itself constantly in new 
directions. The members and groups of this floating college tend to be young, auto
nomous, and higbly individual. 1.iany can tie in to institutional resources and have 
access to mimeo or Xerox faci~ities and sometimes mailing funds. They generate a 
multicentered conversation with strong inputs from d'iverse .sources - computer teclmolo
gy, existential psychology, social action, and ao an - that needa to be peculiarly 
free. 

'The principles of the fanzine network need only to be married to computer tech
nology to form the basis fo~a real experiment . Here is the hybrid model in its 
extreme form; most of its essential features are realizable (somewhat differently) 
with current technology and t.u.dgets. 

The system1s heart is a big blaCk box that accepts inputs in the form: TYPED 
UAlTUSCRIPr + DISTRIBUTION LIST. (They may be punched in directly from peripheral con
sol es . ) Their form is perfct tly free . Individuals and groups may publish once, spo
radically, regularly. Essay~ , notes, reports, computer- transmittable pictures, mono
graphs, dinner invitations, recruitments, whole journals wit h an open variety of 
editorial policies and functions . There is no central and limiting sense of what is 
appropriate to the conversat!~n . (It may be expected to become recognizably deforma
lized, personalized and more flexible.) 

You - an individual or ~ group - draw information from the system at your console, 
or as a print-out mailed to you at convenient intervals by the central computer. rlhat 
you receive is completely personalized . You have a list of small periodicals you 
follow and you ask to be sent. the Vlork of your friends and some others , whenever ·it 
appears. Any inputs on some subjects are to be sent to you automaticallYi and 
summaries or notices of inputs on some other subjects. You also receive what friends 
and strangers choose to send you. But every item you get is marked with a priority -
you can set the categories up to your own taste - and so yourre free to ignore un
solicited junk. 

You are free to select the distribution of what you produce~ this is an art, which 
you can let some editor in the network handle for you. As a receiver of information , 
you encounter the network as a flexible network or game, at which, as at the game of 
the Sunday Times, you must develop skill to learn what you need out of what's available . 
(In this and other respects , the network encourages participation.) Constant cross
referencing to articles, themes and sources will be an iJ:lportant feature of this 
network - even more than in present floating colleges - and you will have to learn 
what combination of journals a~d intellectual gossips is your best guide to the multi
plex literature. (The fanzine network generates such specialized guides.) 

The central featur e of this hybrid system is the freedom it permits and encourages . 
Heeds for information can be <i.efined and satisfied on an individual (rather than mass) 
basis. Though the converGat ~on has no central government, a common vocabulary of 
change can still grow, and ,"{ill: ideas get around, especially in such a nunor-quick 
system. Unlike the relatively closed conv6rsations that heavily centralized professio
nal journals seem to generate, the structure of this network encourages a conversation 
quickly open to new components a..>J.d directions, one that keeps a constant deversity of 
themes in rolling contact . (Some editors will become specialized channels for new 
terms without closing off others, filling that niche in the ecology of conversants . ) 
And, perhaps most importantly , the network also facilitates the nucleation an~ deve
lopment of subgroups organized on any basis of work, ideas, or friendship . 
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Is It Practical? 

How could a real experiment along these lines begin? Take the several thousand 
people working at the edge of change in higher education , in programmed instruction, 
community action, affective education, counseling, sociology of education, video, etc. 
They already communicate informally and partially, by Xeroxes and reprints through 
ancillary specialized journals. 

They would assess, centralize, rationalize, and extend this present distribution 
system . i.iost inputs would be distributed to only several hundred people, and a central 
facility could compensate for authors who can't take advantage of the growing availa
bility of high- speed Xerox and cheap offset. Distribution assignments and requests 
could easily be correlated and prioritized by computer, as in the fully computerized 
network. At worst, individual periodic issues of this diffuse llmagazine" could ~e 
assembled by hand according to this computer list . Fundi~g for this information 
network coUld come in the form of a graduated support- fee . 

A Hate On Experiment 

A group that attempts such an experiment might make a simultaneous self-study of 
the way the creation and use of this network affects the character of correspondence, 
both printed and written. Perhaps only an impressionistic account can be had in the 
way public ideas grow. But hard quantitative data should be obtainable on some aspects 
of the conversationls change. 

For example, the distribution and mean of audience- size for papers should shift, 
perhaps in this manner: 
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There should be kindred shifts in the distribution of papers (information) received 
by individuals, along variables like size, shared audience, recentness, informality, 
use- resultant cross- referencing, and so on. 

All such factors relate intimately to the ease and power with which a massive 
group can think together. For surely the topology - the connectivity, directionality, 
etc. - and the technology of the groupls communications net largely determine the \v.ay 
ideas are formed and exert their influence. By such quantifiable factors one trace 
of this kind can be followed . 

Hotes : 

1. D.J. De S. Price, Little Science, Big Science , Columbia University Press, 1963. 
(See pp. 70-90) Price calls them lIinvisible colleges II , but the term Ilfloatingll 
is more apprc,riate and already in use in our field. I interpret his model 
slightly differently than he sets it forth. 

2. The I1fanzine ll from IIfan magazine 11 is the staple unit of publication. 
3. Perhaps depending on input/receipt use. See G. Peak and H. von Foerster, 

IIA Predictive l.odel for Self-Organizing Systems'l, Cybernetics, Vol III, i~o. 4 
1960. Their models of self-organizing data-interchange systems might aid des
cription of the change process which this networkls creation would comprist:! . 
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CITI ZEH PARTICIPATIOl! Aim COUi.iUl'!ITY CEHTERS 

by Dr . lX)nald rJ . Sto tler 

There seems little doubt that before the turn of the Century an extensivecmulti
media communic~tion network will have evolved in America. Such a network could give 
great benefits or pose great problems. It could evolve in such a way as to decrease 
or increase direct interaction among people . \7111 it humanize or dehumanize us? 
The answer liea in whether vie as the users control the network or the network controls 
us. 

The main hope lies in the exta:blishment of' a network of community centers through
out the land; a network easily available for people visitation and designed to encourage 
interaction with various communi cation networks and other centers. The centers would 
be attractive and designed to (1) stimulate social action and (2) provide access for 
involvement, including criticism of ·the network--feedback for constant readjustment 
in terms of the user. The centers would offer unity within d1versity--that is, 
unified as to access to common information and diversified in terms of design and 
emphasis. 

, 
- Having lived as a youth in rur,al villages, I can attest to the effectiveness of 

communi ty , c,enters as instnunents of information exchange and mvolvement. Everyone 
in the co~ity knew everyone else and eac~ was in effect under conscious o· uncon
scious surveillance most of the time. It was almost impossible to keep a secret! 

People of all ages and kinds attended the "meetings at the community center . It 
was entertaining and educational . The lines between recreation, education and research 
were refreshingly diffuse. The meetings probed those pr oblems which the people felt 
needed to be confronted for the common good . Refreshment time was used to digest the 
meeting aa well as the food, and to exchange information about people and events -
including plenty of gossip! 

. This IIpeople mixll approach to ini'o:nnat-ion was certainly humanistic , if not always 
humane. Yet there was such a close feeling within the community that even those least 
accepted were helped in times of hardship. The greatest rejection was usually reserved 
for strangers in t own or those living in nearby towns, as they Vlere viewed with real 
suspicion. Communication with strangers was deliberately obscured . 

The problem in developing modern day community centers is one of retaining the 
good points of the good-old-days centers - the IIpeople mix", the involvement aspects -
while minimizing the weak points - the undue invasion of privacy and the rejec·tion of 
other people . 

Some ideas about centers to consider as Vie look to the future: 
1. Focus on one neighborhood. Where the old rural center was located conveniently 

by a neighborhood already acquainted, the modern center often has the task of 
locating itself accessibly in a neighborhood and then helping it to become a 
community in spirit and function. Some difficulty may be encountered when getting 
started in a society where it is often assumed that big institutions are ·gpO"d 
institutions. A center can succeed, however, in spite of inaccessibility . For 
instance, the Environmenotal Education Center in Portland, Oregon, while located 
on the third floor of an ol d, 'unattractive building without an elevator and in 
an almost impossible parking area, is doing a thriving business . 

2. Stimulate but don't take sides. It is quite proper and useful for a center to 
restrict itself to one point of view regarding the ·solution to problems . 
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However, the center that seems most likely to be a community center in terms of 
people-mix - where the nothern people feel free to participate - i s one that helps 
each participant with his or her own particular problems . In this light a center 
becomes an idea brokerage house, a catalyst and a source of information, serving 
to stimulate people to participate in social improvement and help provide access 
for their efforts. The prime purpose is service to, not management of people . 
In this way, the staff i s less apt to reach bureaucratic proportions . 

3. Serve as a magnet. wost buildings in the old communities were austere, so the 
center didn't need to be especially attractive to compete. The modern community 
necessarily has many attractions. \.,hat it has little of is locations wi th the 
warmth of a horne - like enyironment. For this reason 1 t seems important to have 
carpeting, war,'!'. colors, pls.nts, multi- levels and other aesthetic attract i ons which 
create an at~osphere for various people- mix functions . This need cost very l ittle 
if the old bsrn· -raising t echniques are used, as will be pointed out l ater. The 
center envirorM'Iler .. t flhQuld b.::! so planned that the person walking in just feel s 
good. Cnc~ L~ this rrame of mind the many attractive options offered can t~re 
it fran there. 

'h Use ~~£e~~ 5.ppro.ach. As Toffler has pointed out, we are moving from a 
bureaucratic sodety to one that proceeds by ad-hocracies. Hopefully the day 
when the park l~ or~anized for _the convenience of the groundskeeper, the library 
for the conven).e~ce of t.he librarian and the school for the convenience of edu
cators is ahot' t tc end . A center might well avoid such bureaucratic trappery aa 
a r ecaption desk a~ the door, restrictive signs and monitoring activities . Pro
g:camming the cen·'er environment t o entice people to make choices on their own, 
with staff available for consultation when asked is preferable . Some features 
of the suparrearket demonstrate this technique in the commercial world. 

5. Unify edl.tcatiop., recreation and research. If the spirit of the center is one of 
comfort, trust, variety , and even joy, the lines do tend to become obscured. For 
eyample, a l abc.-:::-at..Jry &rea may have silhouettes of trees painted on the walls 
and a. tree hl)Use to cl:i.mb into . A study r oom can be equipped with multi - levels, 
pillows, aquar'!.a and a ~5brary. A games and simulations room may itself be a 
simulation of a space ship wi th panel b'lsrds which people can manpulate to dis
cover basic :',ife support systems. Dignified? Perhaps not? ,.,orkable? Of course! 
And for people of all _,ges ! 

6. US,~rs help ~~t.~?;..~.-!!", ~ syste.Els. At one center there are self- learning d isplays 
that correlate ''''A.l1 maps of the surrounding area with infonnation on rotary card 
.:-nes:" In t'.lit:' cas~ they are (1) environmental agencies, (2) school enVironmental 
projects, aIle (3~ i ndoor snd outdoor field trips. People feel free while self
~_ep_r< ..... i.-;.~ E't t'1.t"''; fGes to :'::(I:t'rect data on the ce:-ds. One can flip through tbe 
files s'ld 3~e 1 • .J;:lfrc:u::: changes made l:Jy the user. There are other ways to involve 
the user in c')nt~:.. C;-.a1:'8'.: suct. us er~.ff'i ti booths where anyone can write anythirlg. 
A mention sho.,V. ba :u.a(!~ e"- thi& point about privacy. For example, before commu
nity reSO:.lH.E h6~:>~_S aC'r' listed ~t is important (1) to fiud out each person is 
willing to 'd.rzi<::'~f: te a~(4 (2) ~c assure that the lists will not be turned over 
to p~ople who might mi~us .. them - as ma.il~ lists for advert i sing or the like . 

7. liake each CC!1-.;?'r 3C'I'..eWn..1.~ Ul~i"ue. 'Ihe old rural centers all looked and functioned 
;bout a l jj:e . -~l)e~=- ~u:. d-; f or i t was a stati c world, there being little visitation 
among c.ente~s . It:s e di:: f'eren"; ball game: now. People travel often and far. 
They ~l·en·t ap~ to VJ.sit renters like their own. Therefore it Beems wise that 
each centel be rat~er uni Que so people will drop in to see the difference and 
thereby I!l.:l',e ne\'! contacts. 

8. ~!,Y cem,ere by e~ ectronics. CZle wey to diversify the offerings in a center is 
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to have it interconnected with other centers by telephone, computer, videotape 
exchange and cable TV . This makes it possible for the user not only to tap 
the resources of the immediate community but the evolving world community. It 
would seem that ultimately there should be a center within ahout ten minutes 
travel, wherever a person is . If the system develops along the lines suggested 
in this article, the evolving world network will tend to arise from numerous 
grassroots systems. These will begin to intertie as they discover mutual advan
tages . This approach contrasts with the all too prevalent idea that some grand 
overall scheme should be divised and then dropped as a net over everyone IIfar 
their own good!!. 

9. Build- it-yourself approach . It !s a technique as aold as the frontier barn- raising 
where people voluntarily got together to build needed structures. They almost 
had to use this technique to survive. Unfortunately in our age of specialization, 
this approach is becoming increasingly rare. It was my good fortune to be in on 
a barn- raising approach for a museum, a zoo and a center. It was exciting and 
t he pr ocess created a clientele of users who felt that those institutions were 
lItheirs t! . This is a natural approach for developing modern community centers. 
The process tends to develop the needed sense of community . 

As we approach our bi- centennial year why not honor our ~ by emphasizing the 
development of community centers and to~n meetings and our future by pressing toward 
nrulti-media networking among these centers which is responsive to the individual? 

* * * * 
Editor's note: The above lBper was written when Dr . Stotler was working with the 
Environmental Education Center in Portland, Oregon . Reprinted by permission of the 
author . Dr . Stotler is the author of severnl books , primarily on science curricula. 
One book of his which might be of interest to readers is liThe Self- Learning Society", 
published in 1970 by the iforthv/est Library Association. How out of print, there are 
copies available through the Oregon i.llseum of Science and Industry, 40155\7 Canyon, 
Portland, OR, 97221. 

The Joun'lal of COlllrrnmity Conlllnmications is published occasionally (approximately 

monthly) by LGC Engineering . Cost is ~1 per issue, 12 issues for (;10 . Please remit 

payment for the next issue(s) promptly . : .ake checks payable to LGC Engineering. 
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Two-way pub6c 
computers fink 
up info seekers 
B, PAUL LEeKl 

The radical political messaaes.the 
singles looking for company, and the 
traditional rental and help wanted 
listinlS a~ fa miliar, But they a~ not 
pinned upon cork. 

Instead. thc listings are beinlstomi 
In a walk-in computer bulletin board 
that may make push pms and )·by-S 
cards obsolne. 

A Berkeley-based group of com· 
puter ellperl5, calling themselves 
Community Memory Project, has set 
up terminals at the Co-Op and also at 
La ~"a Cultural Center on Shattuck 
Avenue in what is billed as the first 
public·access. two-way informallon 
bank in the country. The installation 
culminates I I years of work by the 
non-profi t Communi ty Memory Pro
ject. 

"Our cvenlual goal IS 10 provide 
technical CIlpcrtise and fund.raisi ng 
suppan to groups around I~ country 
who want to ha~ community mem
ory systems." said Karen Paulsell. a 
member of the project collective. 

Most o f the work put into Com· 
munil Y Memory has beu done by 
volunteers with some financial sup
pon coming from t~ sale o f soflwa~ 
developed for the project. 

The Co mmunity Memory Project 
916 Parker Stree t 
Berke ley, CA 94710 

In allemptinl to raise funds . 
memben of Community Memory of· 
ten had difficulty explainina the pro· 
ject and decided to l et out the ter· 
minals wi th minimal funding in thc 
hope of latherina support through 
demonstrat ion. 

"The imporlant point about Ihis 
system," accordinl to project co
founder and hardware designer for 
t~ Osborne I computer. l« Fclscn· 
lein, "is that itaivespwplethepovm
to make their information public." 

Most of Ihe Community Memory 
users Wednesday morninl were 
spendina more time mjoyi"l readinl 
other pw..,:; ·s listlolgs on such sub
jects as restaurants, sex, and politics 
than in pladnl trildit ionaJ bulletin 
boar..: ad.enisements. 

Tht system, which has been &elting 
about SO mtria a day, encourages 
n::sponse ((" Pfl!Yiou:.listinas and lively 
intcrchaDaes have already dlMloped 
in s~h areas as Dunaeons and Ora
IOns. Nicarqua, advenisinl. and the 
system itself. 

"h 's really fun to put in messaJes 
and read others' responses," said 
Aaron Robens. a second-time user reo 
turning to see replies 10 his messqe on 
Nicaralua. 

The Berkdey Co-Op is mthus.iastic 
about Community Memory as a new 
service for its customers, and organi. 
zers see expandinl it to provide con
sumer and nutritional information in 
more detaillhan cur~ntly possible 
with slo~lIispla)'5. 

"Community Memory provides 
services \¥t're already providina. such 
as the bulle'l in board and other infor. 
mation services. but does it better .. 
lisa Van Ousen, director of Co-dp 
M~mber Strvices and Marketinl, 
said. 

t:q-t"r"!'"f' L i :")kin 
lnll -";"11"""" 'It . 
t"l~r:l{"'l"'V , Sr,. 

Each of the computer t~mmals -
there is also one at the Communit y 
Memory offices and a third public ter· 
mina/ will be installed at Who le Eanh 
Access al Ashby Avenue and Seventh 
Street within two weeks - IS con
nected to the Community Mcmory 
orrice PI~us computer, which has a 
memory capacity of approximately SO 
million characters. 

The memory capacity of the elec· 
tronic bulle'lin board is equivalent to 
ciaht football fields covemi with the 
)-by-5 cards used on the convcntional 
bulletin board, accordinl 10 Felscn · 
stein, 

Althoulh Community Memory is 
currently free, there are plans to install 
a coin boll similar 10 VIdeo arcade 
pmts to pa,y for the system and up-..... 

Felsemein estimated it will cost ap
proximately 5 cents a minute for the 
system to pay its way. 

A system of 16lmninals would COSI 
around S50,000 and Community 
Memory staff hopes the sYSlmi will be 
user-owned and supported to live 
communi ty members the chance to 
c~ale an electronic ~sources direc. 
tory they individual!)' mighl not be 
able to afford . 

The system will offer access to all 
and is enti~ly uncensored, connolled 
by nothinl except what users choose 
to enter into the data base. 

"It's even mo~ democrat ic than 
bathroom walls, *ause it's not C\"Cn 
sepqated by sa. -PauJseU said about 
Community Memory. 

The installation culminates II years 
of spare-time work on the computer 
system for Fclsenstein and co-founder 
and p~sident of the project Ken 
Colstad. 



The Community Memory Project 
2617 San Pablo Avenue. Berkeley. California 94702 (415) 841-1114 

Dear Friends, 

We hope that you enjoy this copy of Community Memory News #2 . 
We ' ve recently celebrated Qur first year of o peration, and moved 
into new office spa ce which provides walk-in access and greater 
public visibility . 

The move was hectic , time con s uming. and expensive . But now, 
we're ready to expand and improve th e existing Community Memory 
network. 

We ' re planning to install two more terminals this fall, bringing 
the total number of public terminals in Berkeley to five . An d we 
hope to install coinboxes on all our terminals so that ou r pilot 
ca n start to pay some of its own bills. 

But in the meantime , we ' re paying all the costs ourselves. Once 
again, we could use YOUT finan cia l assistance . The telephone 
lines for each termin a l cost $37 a month - - and soon we ' ll be 
supporting 5 of them. Each new terminal costs over $1,000 to 
install . 

If you wa n t yo u r donation to be tax - deductible , please make your 
check payable to Village Design. 

We want to take this opportunity to thank all of you who 
contributed du r ing our last fund raising drive . The donations, 
from $1.00 to $1000.00, helped make keep us going during the la st 
year, and he l ped pay the costs of this newsletter . Your 
financial h elp , the time put in by volunteer s , a n d the warm and 
encouraging letters we ' ve received all co n tribute to the 
continued growth of the project. 

For a future on our own terms, 

The Commu n ity Memory Project 
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I. Whal is Communily Memory? 

Community Memory is a system for the public management 
of public information. It is an open channel for commun ity com
munications and information exchange, and a way for people with 
common interests to fi nd each other. It is a shared community 
filing cabinet. It is a tool for collecti ve thinking, planning, organiz
ing, fantasizing, and decision-making. 

The Community Memory system gives people a place to store 
and label information, which can then be selected, sorted, and 
fished out as needed. All the information in the Communi ty 
Memory is put in directly by the people who use the system: any
one can post messages, read any of the other communications that 
are there, and add comments or suggestions at any time. 

By being open and interactive, Community Memory seeks to 
present an alternative to broadcast media such as TV. The nightly 
national TV news -- both commentary and commercials __ gives 
people the ~word~ from on high, tell ing us -that 's the way it is.~ 
Community Memory is different. It mukes room for the exchange 
of people-to-people information, recognizing and legitimizing the 
ability of people to decide for themselves what information they' 
want. 

The Community Memory system is a network of small com
puters with large memories, each connected to 10-20 compu ter ter
minals . . These terminals are for direct public use. People can type 
in messages with a typewriter-like keyboard and get messages either 
displayed on a TV screen or printed out on paper. 

Each set of terminals around one computer with memory 
storage is called a ~node". In each node, the terminals are all 
hooked up together and any information in the node can be taken 
out through any terminal. As the Community Memory network 
grows, nodes will be interconnected inlo larger groupings as part of 
a regiona l or national network. 

The projected incarnation of Community Memory is a broad 
dispersion of computer terminals in public places, such as commun
ity centers, libraries, stores and bus stations. A Community 
Memory node might also be shared by people who are working on 
some common project in different parIs of the count ry -- the ·com
munity· here wou ld not mean one geographic locality. but would 
represent a community of common inlerests. 

II. Why Communlly Memory? 

The designers of Community Memory would ILke to see a 
world not broken up into nation-states or corporate states, but one 
built upon many overlapping regions of concern: from househo ld to 
neighborhood to interest group or work group, from geographical 
region to globe, where decisions are made by all those affected. 
This would be a world where power is distribu·ted and governance is 
the process of collectively trying to determine the best action to be 
taken, via general discussion and complete dissemination of infor
mation. With this vision, the Community Memory system has, 
been designed to be a communications tool for a working demo
cracy. 

The purpose of Community Memory is therefore to support 
the direct and unmediated exchange of information among indivi
duals and groups. The system is designed for communications and 
collective planning and decision-making, rather than for accounting, 
statistical analysis, or general office tasks. Community Memory 
could be used to form libraries, prepare newsletters, and aid the 
planning, decision-making, and day-to-day work of federations, 



cooperatives and collectives. By both supplement ing and comple
men ti ng existing community com munications systems, Communi ty 
Memory has the following advantages: 

A. Availability. 

Although we have described the system as a shared commun
ity filing cabinet . it won't require its own office or conti nuous atten
tion by staff. We propose to install terminals in. for example, com
munity centers or the offices of comm unity-based organ izations 
which have a high level of drop-in traffic. Other terminal sites 
might be free clinics, libraries. community food stores, co'ffee shops 
or even laundromats. Sites will be selected by people from the 
commun ity where terminals will be located. 

B. Commu nity Control. 

In contrast to most information services, Community Memory 
will have no sta ff people mediating between ~clients" and informa
tion. People can enter any message or question they wa nt, and 
obtain information anonymously and without having to fill out any 
forms. They can add comme nts to existing messages, organize 
conferences, carryon conversations, and make their own connec
tions. These features give the community of users a great dea l of 
control. 

C. Appropriate Comm unications Technology. 

As an accessible, non-hierarchica l and interactive public 
medium, Commu nity Memory will be unique among current com
munications syste ms. It has certain simi larities to pay telephones, 
public li braries, radio talk shows, and bulletin boards, but it has the 
potential for being a far more powerful tool than any of these . 

The system is also unique among other small computer "infor
mation utilities" which are being marketed for home and office. To 
date, commercial systems which run on a personal computer or 
hook up to the home TV set seem to perpetuate a one-way fl ow of 
information. from "providers" to "consumers". Such systems seem 
mainly designed for indi vidual use for playing games or receiving 
the stock market reports, rather than for communications and 
information exchange. The comme rcial systems th us do little to 
overcome people's continued isolation from each other. 

D. Interlink ing of Communi ties. 
A ~communiIY" can be a geographic, economic, (;ultural, polit

kal or recreational entity . By helping its users connect to others 
wh~ share their interests and con(;erns, Community Memory can 
st rengthen people's involvements in many overlapping com munities 
and he lp them work together toward common goalS. When Com
munit y Memory nodes become widespread, a u$er will be able to 
dip into the memory of a node a thousand miles away (for a small 
additional fee). This abil ity to browse far and wide over the system 
should increase the chance that a user can make a use.ful con nec

tion. 

III. The l..imilations of Community Memory . 
Community Memory is a very useful tool. However, like any 

tool it can go unused , be misused , or be used too much. A few 
things should be made clear: 

A. The re are Other Tools. 
The purpose of Community Memory is to aid in decentraliz

ing control of communications and power relations in genera~. A 
ditto machine can be used for the same goals, as can the higher 
technology of the Xerox machine. Community Memory is an elec
tronic filing cabinet, but often a "mechanical" filing cabinet is mor~ 
appropriate. Computer technology is very sexy. It sells well, and It 
can frequently be used for tasks which could not be reasonably 
accomplished another way. but it is expensive, complex, an~ hard 
to make reliable. If somet t\ing can be done adequately Without 
computers. it should be done without computers. 

B. The Technological Fix is an Addiction. 

Community Memory is a demonstration of the potential of 
technology to be used for human liberation . H~wev~r , t~e 
ex istence of a potential does not assure or even make likely Its Utl~
ization . Like solar energy, radio, etc., the realization of the poSSI· 
bilities must be accomplished in opposition to the current organiza
tion of power in the society. The structure of societ.y will not be 
changed to the disadvant age of those currently. ho~dlOg power by 
the introduction of oily new technology or appllcallon of technol
ogy, although the powerful frequently use technology to their own 



ad vantage. (Prince Peter Kropotkin , 19th century geologist, ecolo· 
gist, and Russian revolutionary, is quoted as havi ng said that while 
steam power concentrated production in large factories and caused 
the demise of the small workshop, the introduction of electricity, 
which provided easily distributed energy, would reverse the process 
of concentration. Such mistaken optimism about new technologies 
is still common.) New technology for managing information and 
making decisions is a requirement for a humane worfd, but it can't 
replace the poli tical process. Only humans can build a humane 
world. 

IV. How Community Memory Works. 

,1/' ____ _ 

/ 
Address the keyboard. 

Press any key, and a program in the computer will print out a 
message with introductory remarks and instructions. The program 
will then ask you fo r your next move .. either entering a message, 
or finding information. The most basic functions this system per· 
forms are variations on "enter- and "find "" It is designed to record, 
sort, s tore, retrieve, and display text messages. 

HOW TO ENTER. 

Suppose you wanted to enter a message. You would first 
select the entry function by pressing the "Enter" key. The com· 

puter program would respond with instructions, and then "prompt
your response with the request: 

"Enter message:-

You would then type in a message, such as: 

"' have 15 dozen large brown eggs for sale, at $.50 per dozen, in 
nats. Buyer must provide own transportation. Call Mac at 843· 
0888 any time." 

When you have finished this part of the message, you press 
another key, and you will then be asked to label your message so 
that you and others can find it again. The program puts out 
another "prompt" (question asking user for a response), namely, 

-LabeLsr 

Then you type in as many labels, or "keywords", as you like, 
for example: 

eggs 
eggs for sale 
farm prod uce 

And that 's it . You can now press a key to finish the transac· 
tion and make your message part of the data base. Each message is 
automatically marked wi th the date it was put in and the location of 
the terminal on which it was wrinen. For example, the previous 
message might automatically receive the labels -Clarkeville- and 
-11 ·25·79" indicating that it had been entered on that date at the 
Clarkeville terminal. 

This example of a straightforward "for sale" message is only 
one possible type of message. Messages can also be personal notes, 
conference comments, edi torials, factual information, or resource 
lists. For example: 

. "Looking for someone with experience in building a passive solar 
room heater on a south window. Call Ellen at 652·0652 after 6 
pm." 

Labels: 
solar 
advice wanted 
passive solar 
solar heating 
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"Jen ny Carson I have your brown leather jacket. Come see me at 
Garrety's any weekday 9-5. - Sharon. " 

Labels: 
lost and found 
Jenny Carson 

or) 

-The senior citizens of Clarkeville are organizing for better housing 
for the elderly. If you are 65 or over and live in the Clarkeville 
area, give Sarah Jo hnson a call at 754-7683 or come to a meeting 
Monday, October 10, at First Presbyterian Church, 4 p.m.-

Labels: 
senior citizens 
housi ng 
organizing 

These sample messages are s imple, but they are sufficien t to 
illust rate the main purpose of thi s system: to connect people to 
each other -- not to attach them to computers. Commu nity 
Memory computers allow users 10 find and use local resources and 
to gel more information directly from people who have it. They 
don ' t try to be machines that can answer everyth ing. Like all com
puter systems, Ihis system can only repeat back what has been put 
into it , but it can collect informat ion from many different messages 
and bring them together in potentially useful ways. 

HOW TO FIND. 

This brings us 10 the other main function, finding. Here 
again a compu ter program will ask you a Question, such as 

RFind what?-

If you then type in a request, such as: 

FIND Reggs for saleM, the program will find all the messages which 
have Reggs for sale- as one of their labels. The computer might 
then report: -7 items found. Do you want to see first lines?-

If you answer "yes· the first lines of the items will appear. 
You can then select the ite ms you would like to see in their 
entirety. 

Labels are extremely important for finding the messages you 
want. When entering a message , you shou ld select its labels care
fully so that olhers will be able to find it easily. When searching 
for information, you can sort through messages most efficiently by 
stringing together the labels thaI bCSl describe what you are looking 
for, separating labels with AND, OR or NOT as needed. 

In the above example, you could be more selective by using 
more keywords, like this: . 

FIND eggs for sale AND price LESS THAN S.70/dozen AND 
ClarkevilJe AND date LATER THAN 10-29-79 

Then you'd get listi ngs of eggs being sold at the price you 
wanted to pay , and available in an area that's convenient for you. 
By specifyi ng a boundary on the date , you don ' t have to look at 
listi ngs you've already checked . 

o 

o 
o 

o 

Always read Ihe label. 

\ , 



In another example, if you said : 

"FIND solar AN D passive AND heating NOT swim ming pool 
heaters", you would come up with the subset of messages that con
cerned passive solar heating systems (but not swim ming pool 
heaters) . Ir you said "FI ND solar OR passive", you'd get all mes
sages labeled solar, and all messages labeled passive, including such 
th ings as "passive resistance." 

A list of all current keywords will be available both on the 
system and in printed fo rm , to encourage people to label simi lar 

kinds of messages with consistently si milar keywords. 

WHO'S IN CHARGE HERE? 

Rather than dictating how Community Memory should be 
used, the designers of the system intend that the USERS shall take 
responsibility for the maintenance and usefulness of the data base. 
Users will be able to keep the data base viable in several ways. 
Fi rst the system allows any user to make comments on any mes
sage ' found . ' These can be editorial comments, cri ticisms, or 
suggestions about where else to look for additional information . 

For example, to the message "Mr. Ed will speak at the next 
meeting of the Rank and Fi le Coalition," someone might add the 
comment , "For an insightful cri tique of Mr. Ed's position, see the 
last issue of ABC Newsletter: Or, the buyer of a car that had been 
advertised on Commun ity Memory could tack on a comment , 
"Sold", which would be retrieved with the "for sale" message and 
wou ld have an effect similar to pasting a "sold" sticker over a real 
estate sign. 

Other comments might be more controversial o r confusing. 
A message, "John Green is a great VW, mechanic. Ch~ap t~: 
might attract the comment , "Green doesn t know what h~ s dOing. 
He forgot to tighten down my oil fi lter and I los.t all ~y OIL Nearly 
wrecked my engine." Such an exchange might Just represent 
different points of view. But there'd be no assurance that the mes
sage itself wasn' t entered by John G reen himself -- or the comment 
by the local VW dealer who doesn' t like the competition. 

The unrestricted nature of this information exchange system 
gives it many possibilities and a few problem~ . Although it can 
allow for minor spelling mistakes and warn you If a label you attach 

~as never bee n used before, the system cannot eliminate duplica
tions, or guarantee the reliability or completeness of information in 
its messages. In the fi nal analysis, the quality of the in formation in 
the data base will depend on the system's users. 

Since me mory s torage is fa irly costly, it is probable that mes
sages will automatically "ex pire" and be removed from the system 
after a certain num ber of days or weeks. Even so, outdated mes
sages may sometimes stay on fil e longer than they should . There 
may also be some items, such as comprehensive resou rce lists 
wh ich will be kept around more o r less permanently and updated a~ 
needed. 

Usually, no one except the original author of a message can 
change or delete that message (before its agreed-upon expi ration 
date) . However, every set of terminals will have one s taff person 
(t he "circuit rider") who is responsible fo r helping mai ntain the data 
base and respond to users ' advice. (Previous experiments sho.wed 
that users will perform many of these fu nctions themselves) . 

Since users have the ul ti mate responsibi lity for the usefulness 
of the system, the social support structure for this information 
exchange tool is as important to its function as electricity. The ter
mi nals in any node can be grouped in one local area or spread out 
among a network of people who sha re some common interest. The 
users, connected either by geography or area of interest, can decide 
how best to keep the system running well , with guaranteed open 
access and a minimum of barriers to efficient and comfortable use. 

V. The Hlslory o( Communit y Memory 

This description of the Commun ity Memory system is based 
on previous experience -- it 's not j ust wishful thinking. 

Between 1973 and 1975, the first inca rnation of the Commun
ity Memory communications system appeared in the Bay Area. 
Sma ll computer terminals were put in the lobby of a music s tore in 
a hardware store, and in a branch of the San Francisco Pu blic 
Library. 

Although there was very li ttle advertising other than word of 
mouth, t~e terminals were used up to 70% of the time that they 
we.r~ available. In fac t, there was usually a line of several people 
waiting to use the syste m, which was made available free of charge. 



On a gaud day, abou t 30 people used each of the ter minals. More 
thll n 8,000 ent ries were made over the cou rse of the 14· month tri ll l 
period . 

The system proved to be easy to use even for people who had 
ne ver see n a computer terminal before. In fact, it was essent ially 
"sel f- teaching: People learned how to use the system by looki ng 
over other people's shoulders or by fo llowing a set of simple 
instructions. 

The terminal at Leopold 's Records in Berkeley was installed 
during the August housing crunch, and it became immediately use
ful in the students' searches, with the rate of success growing with 
the size of the data base . Musicians look ing fo r other players 
entered thei r names and their specialties. Inst ruments were bought 
and sold, producers fo und new opportun ities, and groups advertised 
fo r gigs. New groups were even assem bled on the spot from leads 
found in the data base, and from people waiting around fo r thei r 
lurn to use the terminal. 

Simi larly, people used it to assemble car pools, organize st udy 
groups, find chess partners, and pass on tips on good restaurants. 
Interesting and unant ici pated uses developed: poems, graphics, 
dialogues among strangers, and political commentary. 

Users often entered public interest messages, such as the fo l
lowi ng: 

"The San Francisco Water Department would like to increase rates 
charged 10 water users by 17.4% effective 1 J u l ~ 74 Appl~catio.n. ~o r 
this increase has been fil ed with the Sa n FranCISCo Public Utilities 
Commission and a public hearing will begin at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday 
25 June 74 at Room 282 San Francisco City Hall. 

Interested persons would do well to appear at the hearing .. .. 

Many others entered Queries fo r information or connections, 
or general comments and recommendations, such as: 

"The Jade Pagoda on Universi ty Avenue just above Grove. Real 
good cheap food. They had a li ttle fi re but that just livened things 

up. Try itW 
Keywords: food restaurant eat chinese di ne din ner chopsticks 

~ __________________________________ 4" 

lorl 

"Wou ld anyone who has made vinegar at home, please call Steve at 
929·8507: 

As a final example, the Question "Where can I get dece nt 
bagels in the Bay area (Berkeley!) ?" gathered the following 
responses: 

1) There is a store called "Bagels" above Key Route St. in Albany 
2) The Danish Bakery at University and Shattuck in Berkeley 3) If 
you call Michael at 845-4550 an e x- bagel baker can teach you how 
to make good bagels. 4) You can get fresh bagels at the House of 
Bagels, way out on Geary in SF. 

In this dialogue about bage ls, Comm unity Memory he lped 
connect one person with a favori te food ... and incl uded an offer to 
teach the person how to make his own . The data base also included 
a wealth of messages about community social services, neighbor· 
hood organizing, ecology and the environment, education, clubs, 
causes, and crises. 

The experi ment showed thai the public at large, without prior 
train ing, ca n use an electron ic information exchange syste m to 
defi ne and meet their own information needs. The expected fear of 
compu ters was not much present. Instead, most people said , "\t 's 
about time." 

The old system ran on expensive, outdated equ ipment which 
could not support replication or ex pansion of the project, and the 
experiment was terminated in order to wri te better progra ms for 
newer, smaller, cheaper, more powerful machi nes. 

VI. How We Plan to Build It. 

The technical goals in the design of Commun ity Memory are: 
to produce a cheap system; which can be expanded in small incre
ments; wh ich can work even when parts of it are broken; ca n be 
relied on not to lose much informat ion when it does brea k; and 
when broken can be put back in to service by people without II lot of 
training in electronics. The major components of the system will 
be cheap enough so that they can be purchased and controlled by 
commu nit y based groups; but can be interlinked with othe rs to 
serve large populations. 



Community Memory will accomplish this by being many lev
els of network. The smallest uni t is the node. A node will nor
mally be supported by three or more of the latest "microcomputers" 
with at least two of every important component. In case of mal
fu nction the node should be able to recover i tsel f and be reac
tivated. ' I f the staff of a node are unable to discover what is wrong 
themselves, more high ly trained technical types at another node 
wi ll attempt to run the node from thei r own system and diagnose 
the trouble. Only on rare occasions wi ll it be necessary for a node 
and its users to sit around waiting for a repai r person. It would be 
possible to have a small node built of only one of everything 
(which wou ld save money), but such a node will have to maintain a 

. good understanding with its users. 

Neighboring nodes wi ll be connected by phone lines or cable 
into mutual aid groups. They can share techn ical personnel and 
expensive equipment such as tape drives. To the user, all the 
nodes in a mutual aid group will seem as i f they are a single sys

tem. 

The next level of network is the region. A ll the mutual aid 
groups and loner nodes in a region or city would be interconnected 
over the phone lines in what is called a packet switching network. 
The connections themselves will be owned and maintained by some 
association of nodes in the region. 

The regions wi ll be interconnected using "Public Data Car
riers" to create a national network. Since these lines are owned by 
corporations (Xerox, Bell Telephone), communicating between 
regions will be substantially more expensive than communicating 
with in a region. Search ing the system nationally is best done by 
first knowing where to look. This wi ll be aided by the creation of 
resource guides, bibliographies, and by encouraging nodes to 
develop special speci fic subjects. 

L ike the network , the user software will develop incremen
tally. The in i tial pilot system will have facilities for simple keyword 
and ~enu assisted searches and basic screen editing. Then, experi
ments wi ll be done with user part icipation to develop better means 
for entering, locating, and maintaining information. Tools will be ' 
added to allow the creating of bibliographies and other resource 
gu ides to the data base. Means will be provided so that ent ries can 

be un iquely "signed" by their authors, to aid in determining the reli
ability of the information they contain. A simple language for writ
ing user-in teractive programs will be developed, so that people can 
participate widely in helping shape the system. 

Currently, the software is being developed using the "C" 
language on Digital Equi pmen t Corporation LSI- l is and Intel 8080 
microcomputers. The "C" language was chosen to enable us to 
switch to faster and cheaper hardware as i l becomes available 
without major rewrit ing of programs. We are using our own mul ti
cpu operating system called Provos, both for technical reasons and 
to keep the cost of buying software for a node as low as possible. 

The new programs are currently nearing demonstrat ion level, 
and (i f we can find the money), a pilot node of Community 
Memory will be operating this year. 

VII . Who We Are. 

The Communi ty Memory Project is a non-profi t organization 
that works and makes decisions collectively. The work of rewrit ing 
the computer programs has been going on for several years, and is 
being carried out largely by volunteer staff and consultants. The 
core group of 12 includes the three original designers of the first 
incarnation of Community Memory, who have now worked 
together for over seven years. 

For more informat ion, wri te: 

The Community Memory Project 
916 Parker SI. 

Berkeley, Ca lifornia 94703 
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Community Memory News 
A publication of The Community Memory Project Number Two 

New eM Network Gets Good Response 
The Community Memory 

system has been up and running on 
three terminals in our home town 
of Berkeley, California for nearly a 
year. It seems to be a hit! Every 
month, each terminal gets about 
600 uses, and over a thousand new 
messages are added to the database. 

We hope that this single 
three-terminal system is only the 
beginning. Already, the pilot sys
tem is starti ng to demonstrate 
Communi ty Memory's potential as 
a new, democratic communications 
medium, an enterprise that com
bines the spirit of the Free Speech 
Movement with the best of Silicon 
Valley technology. 

New terminals will be added 
to the Berkeley system as soon as 
we (or someone else) can afford it. 
We're also talking with other 
groups about installing Community 
Memories in their communities. 
Eventually, our networking 
software will link together several 
Communi ty Memory systems so 

included in th is issue.) 

The Community Memory 
Project spent 1983 developing a 
prototype of the system and testi ng 
it on as many people as we could 

The three Community Memory terminals were - and still 
are - the first public-access computers that allow users to 
put their own messages into the system. 

that any user can dip into the infor
mation pools of all the Community 
Memories. 

Insta lli ng the Berkeley Com
munity Memory was the cl imax of 
many years of work: the path we 
took had many long detours. The 
early part of our history is told in 
An Introduction 10 Community 
Memory and in Issue #1 of Com
munity Memory News, which was 
published in 1983. (Both of these 
are available; see order form 

convince to sit down in front of a 
terminal. We tried it out on visi
tors to our warehouse office, and 
on people without prior computer 
experience that we invited to use 
the system while we watched over 
their shoulders. We carted our 
eq uipment and our li teratu re to 
community fairs . to conferences, 
and to neighborhood meetings. We 
talked to potential sponsors of a 
pilot system - groups that would 
purchase the necessary equipment, 
host a set of terminals, and manage 

the system. 
After a year of testing and 

revision, we had a system that was 
simple to use, yet powerful enough 
to enable people to organize and 
share any kind of informat ion. 
However, we still had no agreeme nt 
on where to put the system. 

Our biggest problem seemed 
to be communicating what kind of 
system we had in mind. Without a 
concrete example to look at, many 
people had trouble imagining what 
such a system would look like and 
how it would be used. In Jan uary 
1984, we decided that our best bet 
was to install a three-terminal 
demonstration of the Community 
Memory system in Berkeley, our 
home base. 

We thought we could easily 
afford to fi nance the pilot ourselves: 
although we were (as always) short 
of funds, we had just concluded a 

_ continued on neXI page 
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software license agreement that 
would have funded us for a year. 
Apple Computer Corporation 
agreed to donate three Soroe termi
nals. All that remained was to 
se lect three Berkeley terminal sites. 

We wanted places where the 
terminals would be in plain view 
(to attract users and to prevent 
vandalism); places that had heavy 
foot traffic from a variety of people 
and where the hosts were interested 
in the Community Memory experi
ment. After visits to about a dozen 
prospective sites and much negotia
tion, we found three sites that met 
our cri teria: the Telegraph Avenue 
Co-op, part of a chain of coopera
tively owned supermarkets; La 
Pena Cultural Center, a restaurant 
and community meeting place: and 
the Whole Earth Access Store, a 

"hip" department store whose 
clien tele ranges from back-to-the
land types to Yuppies. 

We then ordered the special 
lines we needed from the phone 
company, and based on their 
estimated installation time , started 
telling people we would be 
operating in early May. 

Having agreed to "go public" 
at a G rand Opening party at the 
end of April, we rushed to add the 
finishing touches to the hardware 
and software. We modified the 
not-so-state-of-the-art Soroc termi
nals, added software for collecting 
statiStiCS on system use , and 
developed techniques for making 
repairs without having to interrupt 
the system's operation. 

As if this weren't enough to 
keep us busy, we became involved 
with " The Electronic Cafe," an art 
project timed to coincide with the 
1984 Olympics that connected 
several Los Angeles resta urants 
into a video and computer network.. 

The schedu le was tight. The 
final modifications to the term inals, 
for example, were finished ten 
minutes before the grand-opening 
party. 

Unfortunate ly on the day of 
the party we also learned that our 
software license agreement had fal
len apar!. That meant our prospec
tive in come would be well below 
the bare minimum. At the very 
least, Com munity Memory would 
grow much more slowly than we'd 
planned. Despite Ihis, we deter
mined that somehow we'd come up 

with the effort and rn..oney to get 
the system installed an:a to keep it 
going. The same financial situation 
- and the same commitment -
co ntinue to this day. 

In addition to that bad news, 
we had a great deal of difficulty 
convincing the phone company that 
we wanted only a very simple con
nection between each of our three 
local terminals and the host com
puter. Since we deliberately sited 
the three terminals within easy 
reach of one phone company busi 
ness office, we didn't want or need 
conditioned li nes or even a dia l 
tone. It took several weeks, several 
crews of installers, and several tries 
before all the terminals were 
hooked with the simple "twisted 
pair" that we requested. 

The first terminal finally went 
on line at La Pena cultural center 
on July 17, 1984. Several phone 
problems later, we ins.talled the 
Co-op terminal in early August and 
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the Whole Earth terminal in Sep
tember. 

The three Community 
Memory terminals were - and still 
are - the first pUblic-access com
puters that allow users to put their 
own messages into the system. All 
of the major Bay Area newspapers, 
several national publications, and 
several radio stations covered our 
debut. 

After the first few hectic 
weeks in which our public found 
problems and we made repairs, the 
system itself settled down and 
started running well. It quickly 
gained an enthusiastic following at 
each of the terminal sites. 

Many of the problems we'd 
anticipated never materialized. 
People were able to use the system 
without supervision, and there has 
been no vandalism whatsoever. 

The Community Memory is 
now filled with about 3000 mes
sages, ranging from ads to jokes to 
poetry to politics to nonsense. As 
might be expected from a system in 
which messages are not edited or 
censored, there is something to 
interest or offend almost everyone. 

Ooe of the major ongoing 
complaints about Community 
Memory is the number of garbage 
messages it contai ns. Interesting ly, 
the database is changing in charac
ter as the system matures. We are 
noticing longer and more substan
tive messages replacing the "visible 
CB radio" chalter that we saw at 
first. More users are taking advan
tage of the author and password 
features , which lets them edit their 
own messages at a later date. 

We've had three open com
munity meetings about the system, 

- conlinued on p. 7 
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The Free Speech Policy 
On March 8, 1984. we sent a 

memorandum to one of our potential 
host sites that explains our policy of 
not editing or censoring messages in 
the database, except when someone 
makes a complaint about a specific 
message stating that the message is 
causing personal harm or harassment. 
1n practice, we've had to remove only 
four messages in ten months of opera
tion. 

This "free speech policy" has 
always been controversial, giving 
rise to concerns about good taste, 
legality, expediency, efficiency, and 
other aspects of the operation of 
Community Memory. Excerpts 
from our collective response are 
included here. 

We would like to respond to 
your concerns about the appearance 
of racist, sexist, commercial, and 
unwanted messages on the Com
munity Memory computer bulletin 
board. While we certainly share 
your concerns about possible 
abuses of the system, we feel that 
allowing represe ntatives of the 
Community Memory Project or 
anyone else to remove "inappropri
ate" messages is not the best 
solution. 

We have worked hard to 
develop Community Memory , and 
have lived for years with dreams 
about its use as an open channel for 
community discussion and organiz
ing. The issues you raise are ones 
that we've considered carefully, and 
we'd like to share our thoughts 
about them. 

The practical argument 

Fi rst, we believe that there 
won't be enough unwanted mes
sages to create a problem. During 
a public test of a much earlier ver
sion of the system, in 1974 and 
1975, very few such messages 
appeared. We intend to provide an 
atmosphere around each Commun
ity Memory terminal that 

encourages uses we support. We 
will "seed" the database with mes
sages about community activities 
and resources, public and political 
events, skills sharing, and similar 
topics. Off-line, we will prepare 
li terature and posters that ex plain 
our hopes for the system. 

The political arguments 

The Community Memory sys
tem provides a way for any user to 
respond to any message. A user 
may attach a comment to a mes
sage, and subsequent readers of the 
original message will be informed 
of the the ex istence or the com
ment. 

The constitutional argumenl 

The suggestion to establish a 
reviewer who decides what is 
appropriate for the Community 
Memory and what is not raises First 
Amendment issues of free speech 
and ce nsorship. Aside from the 
importance of upholding these 
principles, it is dangerous for pro
gressives to set precedents that 
smack of constraining free speech. 
Once we bend the principle our
selves, we are in a much weaker 
position when censorship is pro
posed from other political quarters. 

The legal and regulatory 
issues raised by compu ter informa
tion utilities are as yet unresolved. 

Debate and exchange will certainly provide a much better 
political education for the users of CommuDity Memory 
than would sweeping problem messages under the rug. 

The ability to comment on 
messages means that Community 
Memory can be a forum for dis
cussing issues like racism and 
sexism. Debate and exchange will 
certainly provide a much better pol
itical education for the users of 
Community Memory than would 
sweeping problem messages under 
the rug. In fact, inst igating the 
open exchange of ideas and opin
ions is one of the raisons d'etre of 
the Community Memory system. 

The technology on which 
Community Memory is based is 
relatively new, although com
mercial systems that use the same 
technology are currently being 
planned and field- tested. The 
developers of these commercial 
"information utilities" will make 
no provisions for the public interest 
unless they are forced to do so. We 
would like Community Memory to 
serve as an example of the 
democratizing potential of the new 
technology . If it is to be exemplary 
it must take care not to set a pre
cedent for controlling the contents 
of such systems. 

We have posted notIces on each 
terminal that state: 

PLEASE READ BEFORE USING 
COMMUNITY MEMORY 

Community Memory is an unmediated 
communications sysfem. All user mes
sages go directly illfo the system. and 
are available immediately to all other 
users. 

Messages are not reviewed or 
screened in any way. 

Each message in the Community 
Memory represents solely the opin
ion of its author. Neither Ihe 
Com muni ty Memory Project nor 
the sponsors of individual terminals 
can make any atlempt to veri fy the 
accuracy o r appropriateness of the 
information or statements in these 
messages. 

You use and view Community 
Memory at your own risk. We 
offer users the opportunity to com
ment on messages which they think 
are inaccura te or incorrect. Like 
messages, comments are not 
reviewed or screened. 
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Co-Op Store Surveys Community Memory Users 
Last fa ll , Community 

Memory and the management of 
the Telegraph Avenue Co·op super· 
market (a Community Memory ter· 
minal site) obtained feedback from 
Community Memory users with a 
short questionnaire developed by 
the Co·op Education Department 
The following is an outline of the 
results. 

Questionnaires were placed 
next to the terminal and voluntarily 
fi lled out by a variety of CM users. 
There were questions about age, 
sex, income and amount of previ
ous computer experience. Other 
questions concerned use of CM: 
how often, when, and where. In 
addition, the survey asked what 
kind of information the user would 
like to get from (or put into) Com
munity Memory. 

A total of 60 people 
responded. Most of the people who 

People are mainly interested 
in using the CM system as an elec
tronic bulletin board (78%). In 
addition, 66% wanted to see the 
system as a fo rum for commu.nity 
information, 27% would like to use 
it as a clearinghouse for consumer 
and nutritional information and 8% 
wanted to see news about the Co
op. 

The Telegraph A venue Co-op 
terminal is part of a three termi nal 
pilot Comm unity Memory System. 
Currently there is no charge to use 
the system, but there are plans to 
attach a coinbox to each terminal. 
Users would be charged an access 
fee (for example, 25 cents for 5 
minutes). Proceeds from the coin
box would help pay phone bills and 
maintenance costs. Because of this, 
one question asked how people's 
use of Community Memory would 
('hange if the coinbox were 

UMy 7 year old daughter has had fun teaching people who 
were struggling to use it_ So have I. I love to see it he e." 

filled out the questionnaire were 
25·44 years old. 37% were women 
and 63% were men. The largest 
proportion of respondents made 
less than SIO,OOO/year (34%); 25% 
were in the SlO·20,000 bracket. Of 
the people surveyed, 17% had 
never used a computer before, 55% 
used one occasionally and 8% used 
one often. 

When asked about how much 
they used Com munity Memory, 
32% said they had used it over 4 
times, 23% had used it a couple of 
times and 30% had only used it 
once . 11% of the people surveyed 
had never used CM at all, but they 
tilled out the survey anyway. 71% 
have, at one point or another, been 
unable to use Community Memory 
because it was either not working 
or already being used by someone 
else. Most people use the system 
in the evening 01%). 

installed. The question was: 
HOW WOULD YOUR USE OF 

COMMUNITY MEMORY CHANGE tF 
COMMUNITY MEMORY COST 2S CENTS 
FOR S MINUTES? 

USE IT A LITTLE LESS 
USE IT A LOT LESS 
WOULDN'T USE IT AT ALL 

New users check OUI the Co-Op terminal 

Of the 60 people surveyed, 
5% wrote in that they wouldn't use 
it any less. (Thai category was 
inadvenently missing from the list 
of choices). 26% said they would 
use CM a little less, 15% said they 
would use the system a lot less and 
32% said Ihey wouldn't use the sys
tem at all . 

One of the las t questions 
(which inspired the most varied 
responses) was " What word best 
describes Community Memory?" 
According to the respondents, the 
words that best describe 

Community 
Memory 

1\ .reodandaddmessages 
••• change information 
• make a COflri"lKtion 

/ \ 

Community Memory are: fascinat-
i4' ing, instructive, relevant, out

dated, great, fantast ic, tedious, 
tacky, inefficient, needed, interest
ing, cluttered, useful , useless, 
friendly, unfriendly, fun , boring, 
helpfu l, needing more locations, 
cumbersome, novelty, ok, wonder
ful , progressive, original, great 
potential, intrepid , keen, stow, 
neat, exciting, expressive, over
s tructured, valuable. As you can 
see, perceptions varied quite a bit. 

Stories about using the Com
munity Memory system were soli
cited at the end of the survey. The 

following quotes were taken direct ly 
from the surveys: 

"I was consideri ng a decision 
and couldn't make up my mind. I 
threw out the question on Com
munity Memory and have had 
several responses. It's a fantastic 
feeling to read a response to your 
message!" 

" My 7-year-old daughter has 
had fun teaching people who were 
struggling to use it. So have I. I 
love to see it here." 

" I located an old acquaintance 
through this once. (Fancy meeting 
you here!)" 

" Input not controlled. It's 
full of obscenities. Too bad. Tech· 
nojunk . " 

" Time to use it is more 
important to me than money to use 
it. .. 

" The few real messages are 
interesting; the incredible number 
of stupid messages make its use 
(browsing at any rate) quite irritat· 
ing. Perhaps once people get over 
the thrill of being able to swear and 
talk about sex in public that will 
change. " 

I 

HoW To Add a Message 
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"It has been most interesting 
observing the system grow and see
ing how individuals discover new 
communication patterns." 

Because only people at the 
Telegraph Avenue Co-op were sur
veyed and because the sample is so 
small (60 people) , this survey is 
not representative of all of the 
Berkeley Community Memory 
users. However, it 's interesting to 
tind OU I what SOri of people are 
using the system and what their 
perceptions are. It is also instruc
tive to tind out what people are 
using it for and what they would 
like to see it become. 

This survey was taken three 
months after the terminal had been 
installed, so we can assume that Ihe 
views uncovered are the initial 
reactions to the idea (within this 
particular community). A follow
up survey might uncover a move 
away from the perception of the 
system as merely an electronic bul
letin board. At the time of this 
writing, we have noticed that many 
people are also using the system for 
dialogues, discussions and 
announcements of events and com
munity serv ices. 
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The Users Guide to Community Memory 
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Becoming Self-Supporting 
We're planning to start charg

ing for using the Community 
Memory terminals at some future 
date. The fee most often men
tioned is 25 cents, the same price 
as the cheap~r video games. 

Table 1: Start up Costs for a 16-Terminal Community Memory 

The node $30,000 Maybe as low as SIS,OOO, or as high as 
computer $50,000, depending on the particular machine, 

memory, number of ports, etc. 
Here are the resu Its of some 

computations we've done to answer 
the question "How many quarters 
would it take for a Community 
Memory system to be self
financing?" Before we lead you 
through the calculations, we'll ease 
the suspense by saying: 51 quarters 
per day, per terminal will pay for a 
I6-terminal Community Memory 
system, one and one-half staff peo
ple, phones, maintenance, and 
insurance. 

Terminals 10,400 16 terminals at $6S0 each 

Modems 9,600 16 pairs at $600/pair 

Furniture :,000 Tables (and perhaps chairs) for each si te 

Phone 1,600 Average of $IOO/site 

To arrive at "SI quarters per 
day," you need to divide the total 
startup costs shown in Table 1 by 
60 months (S years) to arrive at a 
monthly pay-off of $893. Adding 
the ongoing monthly costs from 
Table 2, that's $S038 a month in 
expenses. That sounds steep ... but 
the cost per terminal is only $314 
per month ($S038 I 16 terminaJs). 

We figured that some places 
would be open 7 days a week, and 

installation 

Total Startup $53,600 

others only S; we compromised 
with a figure of 2S days per month . 
Dividing $314 per month by 25 
days, we arrive at $12.56 per termi· 
nal per day , or 51 quarters (and 6 
more cents). 

We use the figure" S minutes 
for a quarter" as our bal1park figure 
when describing our charging 
scheme; if we use this as the rate, 
each terminal would need to be fed 
quarters for 51 5-minute sessions, a 
total of 4 hours and IS minutes per 
day. :, 

Even though we don't have 
coin boxes attached to our terminals 

Table 2: Monthly Costs of System Operation 

Personnel $2,750 I 112 ful1 -time equivalents at $20,OOO/year 

Phone lines 720 $45 per site 

Rent 200 A space for the computer, and the 1-1/2 
workers 

Computer 175 Cost of our current maintenance contract 
maintenance 

Additional loo Terminals & modems 
maintenance 
and repair 

Insurance 100 For the computer and terminals 

Phone, supplies 200 Costs of maintaining the office 
postage, etc. 

Total Monthly $4,145 
Costs 

in Berkeley yet, we find these 
numbers encouraging. With just 3 
terminals (and two of them at loca
tions that are open only 6 or 8 
hours a day), the terminals average 
more than 4 hours of use on the 
busiest days. 

These calculations are still in 
the "back of the envelope" stage. 
We may have under- or over
estimated some costs. We haven't 
done a recent computer price sur
vey, but we believe that computer 
prices will contin ue to go down. 
The biggest expense over time is 
actually the salaries; this might be 
reduced with more volunteer effort, 
or might be higher if there aren't as 
many volunteers. 

One aspect of the model 
that's very interesting when you 
play with it on a spreadsheet is its 
dependence on the number of ter
minals. Adding a few more termi
nals increases the original invest
ment slightly, but substantially 
reduces the number of uses 
required per terminal, since the 
cost of the computer and the fixed 
monthly costs are spread over a 
larger number of users. 

After we have installed coin
boxes on our three pilot terminals, 
we'll be able to get a more accurate 
estimate of how many quarters it 
really takes to keep a Community 
Memory system alive and well. 

,. 

• 
I 
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Starting a Community Memory 
The Communi ty Memory 

Project is now ready - and eager 
- to help other groups start their 
own Community Memory systems. 
We'll provide the software and sup
port, including operating instruc
tions, installation procedures, other 
literature, signs, and training. The 
operators of the system - a local 
group or coalition will be 
responsible for providing the 
hardware, arranging for the termi
nal sites, and running the system. 

We'll ask each group to sign a 
formal license agreement with the 
Community Memory Project. The 
license agreement includes a set of 
operating principles aDd practices 
for the Community Memory sys
tem. We're working on a draft of 
this agreement. We'd like to hear 
your feedback on these basic princi
ples: 

Public Access: 

All terminals at which the CM 
software andlor database is avail
able for use will be accessible to the 
general public during the entire 
time that the host site is open to 
the public. 

Free Speech: 

Messages entered at the ter
minals will be immediately available 
to users: there won't be any prior 
review process. 

Messages in the CM database 
may not be modified by the system 
operator except: 

Expired messages can be 
deleted. 

If a person submits a com
plaint that a particular message is 
causing harm or problems, and that 
person unambiguously identifies the 
message, then that message may be 
removed by the system operator. 

Non-profiC Operation: 

The system will be operated 
on a not-far-profit basis. If fees are 
charged for using the term inals, 
they must be low enough to be 
considered nominal. Any revenue 
realized from these fees must be 
used to cover the capital and 
operating expenses. 

Connection to the Network: 

When the network is available 
to interconnect Community 
Memory nodes, the system opera
tor agrees to link the local node to 
the ne twork. 

System operators will assist 
other groups in setting up Com
munity Memory systems by provid
ing information and technical assis
tance whenever possible. 

Our Escape Hatch: 

The Community Memory 
Project can review the performance 
of system operators, and rescind 
the agreement if they aren't meet-

We want to take the investment we've made - the years 
we've spent developing the Community Memory software 
and concept - and with a minimum set of "rules" 
encourage politically progressive community·based 
information structures. 

Information in the database 
cannot be used except through the 
public Community Memory termi
nals. In particular, the information 
cannOi be sold or transferred to 
other databases. 

Community Accountability: 

The system operator will 
demonstrate sensitivity to the needs 
of the community, and have some 
public accountability. (This could 
be in the fo rm of community meet
ings andlor publicly ava ilable 
minutes and records.) 

ing the spirit and terms of the 
agreement. The Community 
Memory Project will give a system 
operator at least 6 weeks' notice 
before a review. 

One of our objectives is to 
encourage innovation and diversity 
in the applications of Community 
Memory. We want to take the 
investment we've made - the 
years we've spent developing the 
Community Memory software and 
concept - and with a minimum set 
of "rules" encourage politically 
progressive community-based infor
mation structures. 

New eM Network Gets Good Response 

- continued from p. 1 

all of which were well attended and 
provided us with lots of ideas and a 
couple of valuable new volunteers. 
As part of an ongoing fundraising 
campaign, we 've hired a profes
sional fundraiser and continue to 
submit grant applications to various 
foundations and agencies. We've 

taken steps toward forming the first 
Community Memory Association. 
The Association will assume owne r
ship and control of the Berkeley 
system, with the active participation 
of more of the Co-op grocery stores 
as a likely prospect. 

This year, we hope to add 
more terminals to the Berkeley sys-

tern, and to attach coin boxes and 
printers to the terminals that are 
already installed. We have learned 
a great deal about the power and 
limitations of our system by doing 
this pilot. We plan to make the 
system even easier to use and 
better at helping users find just the 
messages they want. As always, we 
need your help. 



The Communlt M 916 Parker 51. y emory Project 

Berkeley, CA 94110 
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